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As Minister of Transport, I am pleased to present Transportation in Canada 2019 to provide Canadians with an overview of their transportation system at work. Each year, Transport Canada reports on the key policies it has implemented, along with performance indicators and major developments that have shaped the transportation landscape. We do this in an effort to provide greater transparency and accountability to transportation partners, stakeholders and Canadians.

In 2019, we delivered an unprecedented number of policies and regulatory initiatives, in line with our Transportation 2030 plan. These initiatives make Canada’s transportation system safer, more secure, efficient, and environmentally sustainable.

To protect Canada’s coasts for future generations and to grow the economy, we continue to collaborate with other federal departments, as well as local and Indigenous communities, to deliver the $1.5 billion Oceans Protection Plan. Thanks to the Plan, our marine safety system is stronger, and our coastal ecosystems, including endangered whale populations, are more protected than ever before.

Building on this success, we also met some major transportation-related milestones in 2019, with two important bills receiving Royal Assent. The Oil Tanker Moratorium Act introduced a moratorium on oil tanker movements on the north coast of British Columbia. The Abandoned or Hazardous Vessels Act prohibits vessel abandonment, a practice that can threaten the marine environment and negatively affect tourism, fisheries infrastructure, and navigation.

Keeping Canadians safe remains our top priority, so I’m pleased that Canada has an enviable transportation safety record. We were one of the first countries to ground the Boeing 737 MAX-8 based on scientific evidence after the tragic Ethiopian Airlines accident. This action built on the additional safety measures the department had introduced following the Lion Air accident the previous year – measures that exceeded the steps other nations had taken.

The first phase of the Air Passenger Protection Regulations also came into effect in July 2019, and the second and final phase came into effect in December. The regulations provide greater protection to Canadians by ensuring better communication, treatment and compensation in case of delays. In other words, travellers now have enhanced rights when things don’t go as expected.

The department also took several steps to improve rail safety in Canada. These include:
- An investment of $16.5 million under the Rail Safety Improvement Program to support 136 new projects and initiatives, including improvements to 104 grade crossings and rail infrastructure across the country.
- A Ministerial Order issued under the Railway Safety Act to all railway companies to mandate the use of handbrakes should a train be stopped on a mountain grade after an emergency use of the air brakes. The order took effect immediately and will remain in effect as long as necessary.
- The publication in the Canada Gazette, Part 1, of proposed regulations for locomotive voice and video recorders that specify the technical requirements for rail companies to install these devices on board their locomotives.

We also proposed regulations to improve road safety by requiring federally regulated motor carriers and commercial vehicle drivers to use electronic logging devices. These devices more accurately track driving time, helping drivers remain within regulated allowable driving hours and preventing them from driving while fatigued.

Canadians’ quality of life and Canada’s future growth are deeply tied to the environment. Transport Canada is working to increase the number of zero-emission vehicles (ZEV) in Canada through the Incentives for Zero-Emission Vehicle program. This program reduces the environmental impacts of transportation by offering incentives to encourage Canadians to buy or lease ZEVs.

The quality of Canada’s transportation infrastructure and the efficiency of our trade corridors are key to the success of Canadian firms in the global marketplace. To support the efficient movement of goods, we have continued to invest in transportation infrastructure through the National Trade Corridors Fund. In 2019, we announced funding for 42 projects, which represents an investment of $897 million in infrastructure. Since the program’s launch in 2017, we have funded more than 80 projects, for a total federal investment of $1.7 billion. Through this fund, we are improving transportation, growing the economy, diversifying trade, and creating quality jobs to support the middle class.

At Transport Canada, we recognize the value of many perspectives. That’s why we are committed to gender equality and actively work to ensure our workforce is diverse and inclusive. We also continue to lead in applying gender equity to our policies, programs and services.

Canada faced extraordinary challenges in 2019 and 2020 which have already tested the strength, resilience and capacity of our transportation system.

The year began with more than 50 rail blockades and their effects were felt on the economy and the transportation system across the country.

And now, the world-wide COVID-19 outbreak has required unprecedented measures to protect the safety and security of the public and transport workers. These measures include improved screening practices in the aviation, marine, and rail sectors, and restrictions on who can enter the country. At the same time, we are working to ensure that the supply chain continues to provide Canadians with essential goods.

These measures are a critical part of the Government of Canada’s plan to help slow the spread of the disease and flatten the curve. I am grateful for the patience and support Canadians have shown as this unprecedented situation evolves. Moving forward, Transport Canada remains dedicated to creating a smarter, environmentally friendly, safe, and secure transportation system that maintains our position as a world leader.

I trust this report will provide you with useful information on Canada’s transportation system and the work we are doing to continue improving it.

Sincerely,

The Honourable Marc Garneau, P.C., M.P.
Minister of Transport
On May 23, 2018, the Transportation Modernization Act (the Act) received Royal Assent.

This put into place measures that will help grow the economy and improve safety and security for Canadians. The Act is the first legislative step to deliver on Transportation 2030.

This is how these changes affect Canada’s transportation system:

- The Canadian Transportation Agency created a set of clear rules about how airlines in Canada must treat passengers
  - Passenger airline ownership rules have changed in a way that will likely result in lower air fares
  - Airports can pay the Canadian Air Transport Security Authority for other services to improve the security screening experience for passengers

- Canadian railways will put recording devices in their locomotives that will record information about accidents, while protecting the privacy of railway employees

- Vessel owners can move shipping containers between locations in Canada (on a non-revenue basis), which will help address the current shortage of containers and lower the cost of trade
  - Canadian Port Authorities can now access funding from the Canada Infrastructure Bank

Transport Canada continues to make progress in putting in place Transportation 2030, a strategic plan for a safe, secure, green, innovative and integrated transportation system that supports trade and economic growth, a cleaner environment and the well-being of Canadians.

Transport 2030 is based on 5 themes:

- **The Traveller**
- **Safer Transportation**
- **Waterways, Coasts and the North**
- **Trade Corridors to Global Markets**
- **Green and Innovative Transportation**

This year, Transport Canada launched and developed activities that support Transportation 2030.

**The Oceans Protection Plan**

- $1.5 billion over five years to improve marine safety and responsible shipping, protect Canada’s marine environment, and create new opportunities for Indigenous and coastal communities.

**National Trade Corridors Fund**

- Investing $2.3 billion over 11 years to strengthen Canada’s trade infrastructure (ports, waterways, airports, bridges, border crossings, rail networks).

**Modernize Canada’s transportation system**

- Developing strategies, regulations and pilot projects to safely use automated and connected vehicles, and remotely piloted aircraft systems (drones).

**Canadian Centre on Transportation Data**

- A single location for authoritative, timely and accessible transportation data. The Centre links to both international and national transportation data, information on how the transportation system is performing, and a map with links about Canada’s larger land border crossings, airports and ports. The Centre supports evidence-based decision-making by addressing transportation data gaps, strengthening partnerships, and making strategic transportation information more transparent.

**The Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change**

- The Framework includes measures like the federal carbon pricing benchmark and clean fuel standard, as well as researching and testing of clean transportation technologies for all modes of transportation.
  - In addition, in 2019, the $300 million Incentives for Zero-Emission Vehicles program to make zero-emission vehicles more affordable for Canadians was launched and we continue to roll-out Transport Canada’s two transportation adaptation projects: the Northern Transportation Adaptation Initiative and the Transportation Assets Risk Assessment initiative.
In 2019, Transport Canada worked on many projects that support our Transportation 2030 strategic plan. A key piece of this plan is the Transportation Modernization Act, which received Royal Assent in May 2018. Changes made under the Act will help make Canada’s transportation system safer, more secure and efficient.

One of Transportation 2030’s priorities, the Air Passenger Protection Regulations, came into effect in 2019. Released in two phases, these regulations offer clear, consistent, fair and transparent protection for passengers. They also outline clear standards for how passengers should be treated and repaid when they face common issues, like delays.

In 2019, Transport Canada carried out many major projects, including work under the Oceans Protection Plan and the National Trade Corridors Fund. In 2019, under the National Trade Corridors Fund, Transport Canada completed the Northern call for project proposals which focused on dealing with the specific needs of Canada’s North and launched a continuous call for proposals targeting trade diversification projects.

Making the transportation system safer and more secure is extremely important. In August 2019, changes to the Navigation Protection Act came into force, which became the Canadian Navigable Waters Act. These changes restored lost protections for navigable waters and incorporated modern safeguards. To improve school bus safety, most notably the use of seatbelts, an expert Task Force on School Bus Safety was formed, co-chaired by Transport Canada and Saskatchewan.

In the air sector, Canada was one of the first countries to ground the Boeing 737 MAX-8 after the tragic Ethiopian Airlines accident and added extra safety measures beyond what other nations have done. In June 2019, legislation received royal assent that will see the Canadian Air Transport Security Authority (CATSA) transition to an independent, non-profit company. In terms of rail safety, Minister Garneau responded to the statutory review of the Railway Safety Act that was released in April 2019. His response accepted the report’s 16 recommendations and described a series of actions to implement many parts of them.

In 2019, the Government of Canada stayed committed to dealing with the environmental impacts of transportation. Among other projects, Canada supports the mandate of the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA). Throughout 2019, Transport Canada worked on new, broader regulations that place the carbon offsetting obligations of CORSIA into Canadian law. As well, the Incentives for Zero-Emission Vehicle program program came into effect in May 2019, offering an incentive to anyone who buys or leases eligible zero-emission vehicles. Transport Canada also continued its efforts to develop and implement enhanced measures to protect endangered whale populations from the impacts of marine shipping.

**Transportation Volume and Performance**

2019 saw slower growth in both the economy and trade. This is reflected in transportation demand, where traffic stayed relatively flat in 2019, compared to 2018. In turn, the lack of demand reduced the pressure on the network and contributed to strong performance indicators over the year.

For example, the growth of rail traffic slowed down a lot compared to 2018. In 2019, volumes increased by 0.4% compared to 5.4% in 2018. Forest products and potash volumes declined, while petroleum products and iron ore grew compared to 2018. Port volumes increased by only 1.1% in 2019, aligned with the overall trend. There were around 3% fewer trucks crossing the border between Canada and the US compared to the previous year. Air cargo traffic at major airports declined as well.

In 2019, the transportation system faced challenges that affected Canada’s supply chain. The network recovered quickly from these disruptions, indicating the capacity of the transportation system to regain momentum. A week-long strike at the Canadian National railway in November 2019 disrupted the flow of goods across Canada. Challenging weather conditions like extreme cold and heavy rain during the winter 2019-20 affected operations at ports and along railway lines. Blockades in February 2020 also challenged the transportation system. Despite these events, as well as other occasional outages, container end-to-end transit time and port dwell time stayed below the three-year average for most of 2019.

In Canada, the number of international passengers across all modes increased to 22.1 million trips of one or more nights, from the record high of 21.1 million trips of the previous year. The number of domestic air passengers in 2019 was flat while the number of air passengers flying internationally rose by 2.5% compared to 2018.

**Environment, Safety and Security**

From 2008 to 2017, greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector increased by 4%, but there have also been some notable improvements in each mode. For instance, the emissions intensity of Canadian air carriers has decreased by 18.4% between 2008 and 2018. The rail sector’s emissions growth was 3% while freight traffic increased by 19.4% over the 2011-2017 period. Emissions from road transportation, which represent 21% of total Canadian greenhouse gas emissions, have increased by 12% from 2005 to 2017, largely due to an increase in the number of vehicles on the road and more reliance on heavy duty trucks.

Canada continues to have one of the safest and most secure transportation systems in the world. Road accidents that caused deaths decreased steadily over the last ten years to another low in 2018, even with more vehicles on the road. In marine transportation, the number of accidents involving at least one Canadian-registered vessel was much lower than the ten-year average, and the number of aviation accidents was lower than the ten-year average. However, the number of railway accidents in 2019 was a bit higher than the ten-year average.
Transportation contributes to the economy and plays an important role in the wellness of Canadians. It supports the economic development of many industries like the manufacturing and tourism sectors. Transportation not only helps move finished Canadian goods to domestic and international markets, it also moves the raw materials that Canadian businesses need to make goods. Transportation moves people within and between different communities, provinces and countries, by overcoming distances and geographical barriers. Canada is a vast and sparsely populated land, with extreme weather conditions and a climate that is warming at twice the global rate. These factors can challenge our ability to make sure that people and goods move safely, securely and efficiently.

In this context, Transport Canada monitors and reports on the state of Canada’s transportation system by sharing data and information with the public through its main vehicle, the annual “Transportation in Canada” report.

As required by the Canada Transportation Act of 2007, subsection 52, each year the Minister of Transport must table to both Houses of Parliament, an overview of the state of transportation in Canada. This report, submitted by the Minister under the act, provides an overview of transportation in Canada based on the latest information for all modes.

The report highlights the role of transportation in the economy and offers an overview of national and regional transportation infrastructure. It describes major industry and policy developments during 2019 from an efficiency, safety and security, and environmental perspectives. The report also assesses the Canadian transportation system’s performance in 2019, by looking at the use and capacity of the system. It ends with an outlook on trends to expect in terms of innovations in the transportation sector.

An appendix with statistics from this report is also available. It has information on freight and passenger traffic for each mode, as well as infrastructure statistics. The transportation and economy section shows economic indicators, statistics on labour in the transportation industry, price and productivity indicators, and data on freight trade by mode and country. It also details reported accidents and greenhouse gas emissions.

More data and analysis are also available online through the Canadian Centre on Transportation Data and its Transportation Data and Information Hub.

**Using Data to Support Decision-Making**

The Canadian Centre on Transportation Data promotes discussion and collaboration among key stakeholders from both the public and private sectors, to support decision-making at all levels. The Canadian Centre on Transportation Data also provides access to authoritative multimodal transportation and system performance data through the Transportation Data and Information Hub. The hub provides public access to over 600 data sets, national traffic and performance indicators, interactive maps, and analytical reports and tools.

Transport Canada will continue developing the Canadian Centre on Transportation Data and the Transportation Data and Information Hub to add new content including better analytics, interactivity and visuals, and more detailed projections on transportation demand to help make investments decisions on future physical and digital infrastructure.

The centre will continue to serve Canada and Canadians by working with industry stakeholders to improve access to authoritative data that will support decision making to improve the transportation network, to identify risks and vulnerabilities.

1https://changingclimate.ca/CCCR2019/chapter/headline-statements/
airlines adjusted to this change and began flying cargo-only flights. The loss of passenger traffic has meant that northern air carriers are losing money when they provide freight services to the Arctic.

**Marine transportation**

Despite lower demand in February and March, most of Canada’s major ports reported mostly normal operations and finances. However, in April, the number of announced blank sailings (a sailing that has been cancelled by the carrier) at both western and eastern ports continued to increase, with vessels cancelling on even shorter notice.

On the West Coast, traffic decreased in late February and through March due to a manufacturing slowdown in Asia. March container volumes were down 40% at the Port of Prince Rupert, and 13% at the Port of Vancouver. Due to the decline in container imports, there were fewer empty containers. This affected containerized exports like forest products and specialized grains. In April, the number of inbound containers from key ports in China and elsewhere in Asia started ramping up. This indicates a recovery in production and shipping to western Canadian ports.

In Eastern Canada, activity was normal at the Port of Montreal as of mid-April, and volumes were stable. In contrast, the Port of Halifax, which receives a large number of containers from Asia and Europe started to see less incoming cargo from Europe. As for the domestic shipping industry, there has been little impact on traffic and operations in the St. Lawrence Seaway.

Social distancing affected the productivity of some ports. At the Port of Prince Rupert, distancing meant that only one grain vessel could be loaded at a time, which delayed reducing the vessel line-up. As for domestic ferries, operators on both West and East Coasts have seen a major drop in demand. This has led to reduced service, financial challenges and layoffs.

**Road and rail transportation**

Surface transportation has been affected by the slowing of North American production and decline in demand for manufactured goods. As a result, freight rail traffic, commercial truck volume at the US-Canada border and road traffic in major urban areas were all well below 2019 levels.

Similar to other modes, railways had to lay off part of their workforce. They also had to store railcars and locomotives. Many trucking companies experienced financial hardship due to the sharp decline in revenue.

On the passenger side, bookings with VIA Rail were down over 95%, with only ten trains a day operating in the Quebec-Windsor Corridor. Cross-country service was cancelled until May and remote services operated on a reduced schedule. Amtrak made similar decisions, reducing or suspending services. Other intercity passenger rail carriers have been impacted as well, notably those who operate in the tourism sector. In the West, the Rocky Mountaineer expects to fully or partially suspend operations for the 2020 season.

Intercity bus operators have had to seriously reduce or suspend services as well. The ridership has been declining for decades, so the economic effect of the pandemic is expected to further challenge the ability for bus companies in Canada to make money.

**Action by the Government of Canada as of April 2020**

To make sure that the public and the transportation system stay safe and secure, the Government has put strict rules in place to limit the spread of the virus. Transport Canada has been working with provincial and territorial governments to put in place steps to make sure that the transportation network can support the supply of essential goods.

**Travel and border measures**

On March 16, Canada closed its borders to non-essential foreign travel. On March 18, Canada and the United States announced that they had agreed to close their shared border to non-essential travel. Travelers who are considered essential are screened for symptoms before boarding a flight to Canada. All international flights are routed to one of four major airports:

- Toronto-Pearson
- Montreal-Pierre Elliott Trudeau
- Calgary International
- Vancouver International

These measures were introduced to make sure everyone is properly screened to limit the spread. As well, everyone must self-isolate for 14 days once they enter the country. Transport Canada continues to monitor and assess travel risks for Canadians.

In order to make sure essential goods move quickly and safely across the Canada-US border, all classes of truck drivers (Canadian citizens, permanent residents, temporary foreign workers and drivers with work permits) are exempt from the 14-day self-quarantine rule, and can cross the Canada-US border. Transport Canada developed a Regional Operational Maritime Plan to support a broad and coordinated approach to identify and manage the threat of COVID-19 for vessels operating in the Great Lakes – St. Lawrence Seaway.

To limit the spread of the virus, on March 30 railways were told to screen passengers for symptoms before boarding and to notify them that they may be subject to a health check on arrival.

**Helping Canadians abroad**

Canadians abroad who are facing challenges coping with the crisis or returning home were offered support from the Government through the COVID-19 Emergency Loan Program for Canadians Abroad. The Program offers loans to those affected, and provides immediate financial help to return them to Canada, or if not possible at this time, provides money to cover day-to-day expenses until they can return home.

Through these difficult times the government has worked to repatriate Canadians stuck abroad. With borders and airspace closed in many countries, every possible solution has been explored, and over 16,000 Canadians have successfully returned on more than 119 flights from 65 countries.

Global Affairs Canada is also offering around-the-clock consular services to Canadians abroad through the Emergency Watch and Response Centre and its network of missions.

**Safety and security measures**

**New temporary regulations**

Based on the approach taken across the Government, Transport Canada has temporarily delayed seeking Governor in Council approval of regulatory proposals unless they fell into one of three categories:

- proposals that could manage the risks related to COVID-19
- proposals that could provide relief from the impacts of COVID-19, or
- time-sensitive proposals related to safety, security, or the environment

Looking ahead, Transport Canada is looking at its Forward Regulatory Plan to decide how to best prioritize work on regulatory projects. In all cases, equal attention will be given to the impacts that proposed
regulations could put on Canadians and the economy.

**AIR SAFETY**

A series of aviation regulatory measures were introduced in March 2020 to deal with the significant risks that COVID-19 poses to aviation safety and the public. These measures included:

- Conducting a health check on all passengers prior to boarding and confirm that they have in their possession an acceptable face covering prior to boarding;
- Requiring all travellers to wear non-medical masks or face coverings during security screening and in-flight;
- Denying boarding to symptomatic passengers and those individuals who do not have in their possession an acceptable face covering;
- Requiring air operators operating transborder flights to:
  - Notify every foreign national boarding a flight from the United States that they may be prohibited from entering Canada under an emergency order made pursuant to the Quarantine Act;
  - Obtain confirmation from travellers that they read and comply with the emergency orders;
- Requiring air operators to deny boarding to foreign national departing from any country other than the United States unless they meet one of the approved exceptions;
- Requiring air operators operating domestic flights to:
  - Notify passengers that they may be subject to a measure to prevent the spread of COVID-19 taken by the provincial or territorial government;
  - Deny boarding to passengers who are the subject of a provincial or local public health order;
- Redirecting commercial passenger flights from overseas to Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto-Pearson, and Montreal-Trudeau airports; and
- Issuing regulatory exemptions of the Canadian Aviation Regulations in response to changing industry needs.

Transport Canada is actively engaged with stakeholders to manage the challenges being faced with while continuing to ensure the safe delivery of essential services, the reunification and essential travel of Canadians, and maintaining vital supply chains. To support the aviation industry in the implementation of these measures, Transport Canada had continuous communication with air operators, aerodromes, and associations provided communication material, including guidance material, posters, and frequently asked questions, that could be shared with air travellers. The Department’s measures complemented those developed by other government departments, such as the Public Health Agency of Canada, Canada Border Services Agency, Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada, and Global Affairs Canada.

**ROAD SAFETY**

Transport Canada, in collaboration with other government departments, industry representatives, and provincial and territorial road safety administrators acted to protect Canadians that needed to travel by road. These actions included:

- Holding regular calls with industry associations, other government departments, provincial and territorial governments through the Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators to identify and work together to deal with issues related to commercial motor vehicles including logistical challenges posed by the closure of restaurants and rest-stops, and access to personal protective equipment;
- Speaking regularly with officials at the US Department of Transportation to deal with cross-border issues;
- Speeding the approval of Canadian returning to Canada in their US registered vehicles, following restrictions on non-essential travel between the United States and Canada;
- Providing guidance to auto sector stakeholders on possible non-compliance with motor vehicle safety requirements (i.e. defect notification and repairs) due to COVID-19;
- Issuing the Essential Freight Transportation Exemption to support Canada’s response to COVID-19 (March 24, 2020);
- Issuing Federal safety guidance to protect drivers and limit the spread of COVID-19 in commercial vehicle operations (April 2, 2020);
- Developing a standard employment confirmation letter for essential transportation workers for travel through community or interprovincial check-points, and the Canada-US border (April 8, 2020);
- Issuing guidance: Considerations Relating to the Use of Face Coverings by Commercial Vehicle Drivers and Motor Carrier, and Intercommunity Bus Passengers (April 17, 2020);

**MARINE SAFETY AND SECURITY**

Transport Canada has implemented a series of measures to minimize the risk of COVID-19 spread, and to maintain the essential movement of goods and people, while balancing the safety of the marine sector, including:

- Deferring the start of the cruise ship season in Canada from April 2 to July 1, 2020 outside of Arctic waters (with the possibility of extension if required);
- Prohibiting any commercial vessels certified to carry more than 12 passengers from performing non-essential activities until July 1 in Canadian southern waters and until November 1 in Arctic waters (with the possibility of extension if required);
- Requiring essential passenger vessels and ferries to either reduce their carriage capacity by 50% or implement alternative measures, outlined by the Public Health Agency of Canada, to prevent the spread of COVID-19 among passengers and crew;
- Extending the validity period of marine personnel certificates, to accommodate workers who may not have access to renewal processes due to community based mitigation measures surrounding COVID-19;

**RAIL SAFETY**

The outset of the pandemic, Transport Canada, took a number of steps to mitigate the impacts of COVID-19 on Canada’s railway industry and workers, which provides an essential service transporting consumer goods and our products to markets. These steps included:

**Coordination and Engagement:**

- Establishing regular calls with industry stakeholders, provinces, and other federal departments including the Public Health Agency of Canada, Canada Border Services Agency and Labour Canada to identify and address issues as they arose;
- Holding bilateral calls with companies as necessary to address specific issues;
- Conducting regular calls with provincial counterparts to discuss jurisdictional issues emerging from COVID-19;
- Engaging in regular conversations with international authorities (US Federal Railroad Administration) to address cross-border issues;
- Providing guidance to inter-city passenger rail companies in Canada regarding COVID-19 restrictions and face coverings;
- Publishing a common letter to allow those employed in the railway industry in essential service capacity to have freedom of movement and work both within and across provincial territories.

**Regulatory Measures:**

- Providing companies with regulatory flexibility to ensure guidance from public health authorities;
COVID-19 AND TRANSPORTATION IN CANADA

TRANSPORTATION HELPS THE ECONOMY GROW

Transportation and warehousing is important to the Canadian economy. The traditional way of measuring gross domestic product (GDP) only includes economic activity linked directly to for-hire or commercial transportation. Transportation is key to activities not included in economic measures, like the value of personal travel and of own-account transportation activity (in other words the shipper using his own vehicles to move the goods). According to the Canadian Transportation Economic Account data from 2014, the transportation sector contributed $153.4 billion or 8% of GDP.

In 2014, household production of transportation services by the members of a household for their own consumption, such as driving a car to work) increased the Canada’s GDP by $58.3 billion. Non-transportation industries (like manufacturing, wholesale trade and construction) produced $41.5 billion of own-account transportation services, or 30% of the total domestic supply of transportation.

Using traditional measures of GDP, the sector made up 4.5% of GDP ($89 billion) in 2019. In the past year, the sector grew 1.2% in real terms, falling just below the growth rate for all industries (2.0%). However, the total annual growth rate of GDP in the transportation sector over the previous five years (3.4%) exceeds that of the entire economy (2.0%).

In 2019, the transportation and warehousing sector’s gross domestic product increased faster (3.2%) than all other industries in Canada (2.0%).

In 2019, Canadian household’s spent $205.8 billion on transportation (including insurance). This is the second largest expense, second only to shelter.

In 2019, international merchandise trade was $1,195 billion, a 1.2% increase from 2018.

Read how Canada is dealing with COVID-19’s impact on the economy.
Although the transportation and warehousing industry accounts for only 4.5% of GDP, it supports activity in other industries. The manufacturing sector for example relies heavily on transportation services to bring input and deliver goods to markets. It is also the case for the wholesale and retail industries.

In 2019, total household spending on transportation (including insurance) amounted to $205.8 billion, second only to shelter in terms of major spending categories. Household consumption of transportation grew around 2.4% every year on average between 2014 to 2018, with overall spending growing at the same rate. Household spending for personal travel accounted for about 11% of the GDP.

In 2019, 972,600 employees (including self-employed people) worked in the transportation and warehousing sector, up 5.7% from 2018. Employment in the transportation and warehousing sector accounts for about 5% of total employment, a share that has stayed stable over the past two decades.

**Labour Shortages**

The World Bank reported that skill shortages are a major threat for the transportation and warehousing sector. An aging workforce and retirement of baby boomers will likely add to labour shortages for certain jobs. Stakeholders have already raised these concerns and how it could negatively affect their ability to stay competitive.

The sector’s labour market is tightening with jobless rates declining and staying below the national average in 2019 (3.2% compared to 5.7%) and over the last 10 years. The unemployment-to-job vacancy ratio in the transportation sector also declined over the previous years and stayed below the national average in 2018 (1.9 compared to 3.4).

This ratio is used to judge whether labour supply exceeds or falls short of demand. Lower values mean that there are fewer unemployed people per job opening. The tight labour market didn’t result in significant growth in earnings, with average hourly wages increasing at a lower rate than the industrial average in 2019 (1.9% compared to 3.4%) and over the past five years (2.4% compared to 2.6%).

According to Employment and Social Development Canada, major gaps between labour demand and supply for some transportation occupations will develop in the next 10 years, especially for truck drivers. This is due to, among other things, older demographics of the industry. Truck drivers tend to be older than the national average, so a large number will retire in the next ten years.

According to the 2016 Census, 40% of the national labour force was between 45 and 64 years old, compared to 50% in the transportation sector. Workers under 25 made up 14% of all workers across all industries, although this share dropped to 7% in the transportation and warehousing sector. Women are also significantly underrepresented in the transportation industry, with men making up more than 75% of the workforce. Immigrants, especially recent immigrants, and Indigenous people were also underrepresented in most jobs at risk of labour shortages including trucking, transit and air transportation.

The failure to fill jobs could negatively impact the transportation industry, but also Canadian industries that rely on the sector to access domestic and international markets.

**Competitiveness**

The World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Index is a yearly indicator of a country’s performance, based on measures of productivity and economic growth. Transportation infrastructure is included in calculating the Index, and helps compare the quality of transportation infrastructure in Canada to other countries.

Overall, Canada ranked 14th in 2019 with a score of 79.6, close to the best performer’s score of 84.8, Singapore. Canada slipped two spots and lost 0.3 points compared to 2018. This is partly due to trade issues that have affected Canada’s ability to stay competitive.

In terms of transportation infrastructure, Canada ranked 32 and scored 65.7 (far below the 100 level, an ideal state where an index component ceases to be a constraint to productivity growth). This score highlights areas that need improvement, including the quality of roads, as well as the efficiency of train and seaport services. On the other hand, road connectivity (98.7) and airport connectivity (96.3) both scored very high with little room for improvement.

**Productivity**

Multifactor productivity measures how efficiently production inputs, like labour and capital, are being used in production. Statistics Canada monitors Canada’s multifactor productivity.

Recently, multifactor productivity in the transportation and warehousing sector has plateaued. Between 2010 and 2018, multifactor productivity decreased around 0.2% per year, compared to the 0.7% increase for the business sector as a whole.

In contrast, labour productivity in transportation and warehousing increased faster than in the business sector, 1.9% compared to 1.2%. Labour productivity for some sub-sectors, like air and rail transportation, greatly outperformed the business sector with average annual growth rates of 5.7% and 5.1%.

**Transportation Supports Trade**

Transportation is important for trade. It allows natural resources, agricultural products and manufactured goods to reach domestic and international markets.

The value of interprovincial merchandise trade totaled $168 billion in 2018, up 4.0% from 2017.
In 2019, international merchandise trade equalled around $1.2 trillion, a 1.2% increase over 2018 and the highest value on record. The US remains Canada's top trading partner, with $752 billion in total trade ($447 billion exported, $305 billion imported), up 1.3% from 2018. The US made up 63% of all Canadian trade in 2019, and its share didn't change much over the last ten years. Other than the US, in 2019, Canada's top five trading partners included China, Mexico, Japan and the United Kingdom. These four countries represented 16.8% of Canada's total international trade in 2019.

The department supports Global Affairs Canada in advancing Canada's trade policy priorities and interests, including the negotiation of a number of trade and investment agreements. Transport Canada plays an important role to ensure that Canada has the transportation services and infrastructure needed to connect Canadian products and businesses to international markets, without compromising the safety and security of the traveling public. Recently concluded free trade agreements include the Canada-US-Mexico Agreement, the Canada-EU Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement, and the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership. As of March 2019, Canada had 14 free trade agreements in force with 51 countries, representing two-thirds of the global economy. Canada is also the only Group of Seven (G7) country to have free trade agreements with every other member of the G7, connecting Canadian businesses to over $1.5 billion of the world's consumers.

Canada’s transportation network relies on key infrastructure to safely and quickly move goods to markets and people between countries, regions and communities. In 2019, there were two calls for proposals under the National Trade Corridors Fund: a northern call focused on the unique needs of the North and a continuous call focused on diversifying trade.

The unique geography of Canada’s North creates challenges for transporting passengers and cargo, and needs an equally unique transportation system.

Canada’s vast transportation network consists of rail lines, roads, waterways and airports. This transportation infrastructure allows people and goods to move across the country, between urban and rural communities, as well as to and from international destinations. This section presents an overview of Canada’s national and regional transportation networks.

According to the 2016 census, Canadians spent 5% of their day (around 1.2 hours) travelling to and from activities. The number of people commuting to work has increased by 30.3% between 1996 and 2016, reaching 15.9 million. In 2016, the average commute lasted 26.2 minutes, up nearly one minute from 2011. Since then, the number of workers who spent more than 60 minutes commuting to work rose by almost 5% due to a number of reasons, including more time in traffic.

Canadians travelled more in 2019. The number of passengers traveling to international destinations increased 18% from 2009. Although the US is still the most popular international destination for Canadians, trips to other countries increased by 50%, compared to 12% for US destinations.

When looking at Canada as a travel destination, tourism arrivals increased by 21%. The use of surface transportation has slowly decreased, while the use of air transportation has gone up.
Road transportation is the main mode for moving freight and passengers across Canada. Canada is connected from the Pacific to Atlantic coasts by a network of highways anchored by the Trans-Canada Highway. Canada also has extensive road networks across more populated areas in the south.

As shown on the map on the previous page, the national highway system is mostly made up of interprovincial and international links.\(^2\)\(^3\)

In 2018, 25 million motor vehicles were registered in Canada, up 2.0% from 2017 and 17.2% from a decade ago.

- Around 92% were vehicles weighing less than 4,500 kilograms, mainly cars, pickups, SUVs and minivans
- 4.4% were medium and heavy trucks weighing 4,500 kilograms or more, and
- 3.3% were other vehicles like buses, motorcycles and mopeds

As of December 2019, there were 220,196 Canadian businesses whose main activity was trucking, 72,150 companies with employees and 148,046 without. The trucking industry includes many small for-hire carriers and owner-operators, and some medium and large for-hire companies that manage fleets of trucks and offer logistic services.

Trucking companies are mostly located in four provinces:

- Ontario (44.0%)
- Quebec (18.1%)
- Alberta (14.1%), and
- British Columbia (12.9%)

The trucking industry has three main types of trucking activities:

1. For-hire services, that fall into two categories:
   - “less-than-truckload” that transports mostly small freight from different shippers in a truck
   - “truckload” that transports a shipment from a single shipper in a truck
2. Courier operators who specialize in transporting parcels. As of December 2019, 16,909 companies focused mostly on courier or messenger services
3. Private carriers, like Walmart and Costco, who keep a fleet of trucks and trailers to carry their own goods. Transport Canada doesn’t currently track this part of the trucking industry (as trucking isn’t the primary activity of these companies)

\(^2\) The NHS was established in 1988 as a result of a federal-provincial-territorial cooperative study, and was made up of 24,459 km of highway across Canada.

\(^3\) A lane-kilometre measures the number of traffic-lanes on each section of road.
Rail companies serve nearly every part of the Canadian economy, including manufacturing, agricultural, natural resources, wholesale and retail sectors, and the tourism industry. Canada has a large railway system used mainly to transport freight to and from the US, and international markets via coastal ports, as well as passengers across the country.

**Freight sector**

The freight sector specializes in moving heavy, bulk goods and containers over long distances. Canada has two major Class I freight railways: CN and CP. Some large US-based carriers also operate in Canada including the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) Railway Company and CSX Transportation Inc. Together, CN, CP and BNSF link trade route between Canada, the US and Mexico.

BNSF’s service to Canada’s Pacific Gateway gives Vancouver the advantage of being the only port on the West Coast served by three Class I railroads.

In terms of equipment, in 2018, Class I railway carriers had:
- 2,419 locomotives in 2017
- 52,396 freight cars, mainly hopper cars, boxcars, flatcars and gondolas, and
- 480 passenger cars

Seventy companies fall under the authority of the Railway Safety Act. Twenty-six are federal railway companies, who must also hold a Certificate of Fitness from the Canadian Transportation Agency. There are also multiple federally or provincially regulated shortline railways that connect shippers with Class I railways or with other shortlines and ports. On average, shortline railways move $20.3 billion worth of freight to and from continental rail networks, like CN and CP, and to ports and terminals.

**Passenger sector**

The passenger sector provides commuter, intercity and tourist transportation services. Most national rail passenger services are offered by VIA Rail on behalf of the Government. VIA is a Crown corporation that was created in 1977 and operates passenger rail service from coast to coast. It travels mostly over infrastructure owned by freight rail companies. Most of its services are in central Canada along the Quebec-Windsor Corridor. VIA also operates long-haul passenger routes between Toronto and Vancouver, and Montreal and Halifax, as well as regional routes like Jasper to Prince Rupert, and Winnipeg to Churchill.

In 2019, VIA ran 458 weekly train departures on a 12,500 kms network.

In addition to shortlines that move freight, other shortlines provide passenger or tourism service like the Rocky Mountaineer Railway.
Canada’s ports are the main point of exit of Canadian goods to overseas markets and the main point of entry for imported containerized manufactured goods. Ports are also hubs that connect coastlines to inland domestic and US markets where goods are shipped by railway and truck.

Transport Canada’s mandate covers two groups of ports: 17 ports independently managed by Canada Port Authorities (as shown on the map on the previous page), and 40 ports that are owned and operated by Transport Canada.

Canadian registered vessels are active in domestic commercial activities, carrying around 98% of domestic tonnage. Canadian vessels also support trade between Canada and the US. In contrast, foreign registered fleets carry goods to and from non-US international destinations. The domestic marine sector mainly transports bulk cargo. This sector is also key for northern resupply and offshore resource development.

There is a lot of diversity within the services offered by vessels tailored to serve each market.

In 2019, Canada’s commercial registered fleet (1,000 gross tonnage and over) had 203 vessels, with a total of 2.3 million gross tonnes.\(^4\)

There are also a number of coastal passenger services across Canada. Ferries are an important resupply and transportation link, and play a vital role for coastal and island communities, as well as those separated by river or lakes without land-based crossings. The members of the Canadian Ferry Association, which includes all major ferry companies in Canada, carry around 53 million passengers and more than 21 million vehicles every year.

\(^4\) As of September 15, 2019 including: active self-propelled passenger and cargo vessels. Does not include fishing vessels, platforms, working vessels, barges and tugs, pleasure craft or unclassified vessels.
Canada’s air transportation system connects Canada to the world, and moves passengers across 18 million square
kms, or six time zones.

Canada’s airspace is managed by NAV CANADA, a privately run, not-for-profit corporation that owns and operates
Canada’s civil air navigation system. It runs air traffic control towers at 40 airports and flight service stations at 55 airports.

Refer to the map on the previous page for a detailed representation of the National Airport System.

The Canada Flight Supplement and Canada Water Aerodrome Supplement listed 1,994 certified and registered
sites in 2019, as well as 12 military landing sites.[5] These sites fall into three categories:

- 341 water aerodromes for float and ski planes
- 417 heliports for helicopters
- 1,248 land aerodromes for fixed-wing aircraft

AIR CANADA

In 2019, Air Canada’s domestic network, operated by its
mainline and Air Canada Express, represented 54% of available
seat-kilometres in the domestic air market.[6][7], Air Canada, Air
Canada Express and Air Canada Rouge make around 1,531 flights
per day. The Air Canada network
has three hubs (Toronto, Montreal
and Vancouver). It services
62 Canadian destinations,
56 US destinations and 99 other
destinations on six continents.

As of December 2019, Air Canada
had a fleet of 188 aircrafts, while
Air Canada Express operated 146 aircrafts and Air Canada
Rouge operated 64 aircrafts.

WESTJET

In 2019, WestJet and WestJet Encore represented 32% of available seat-kilometres in the domestic air market.
WestJet and WestJet Encore operated an average of 669 scheduled flights per day. WestJet’s network has also three
hubs (Toronto, Calgary and Vancouver). In 2019, the airline serviced 39 Canadian destinations, 28 US destinations
and 39 foreign destinations. As of January 2019, WestJet had 121 aircrafts, while WestJet Encore had 50 aircrafts.

OTHER CARRIERS

In 2019, Porter Airlines, a regional carrier based at Toronto’s Billy Bishop airport, used a fleet of 29 turboprop
aircrafts to provide direct, non-stop passenger services to 28 destinations in Canada, and 7 in the US.

Air Transat is Canada’s largest leisure carrier with a fleet of up to 48 aircrafts, depending on the season.
Air Transat serves 53 international destinations in 23 countries.

Sunwing Airlines is Canada’s second largest leisure carrier. It flies over 30 aircrafts, depending on the season, and
serves 33 international destinations in 14 countries.

INTERNATIONAL AIR SERVICES DEVELOPMENTS

In 2019, foreign operators offered 14.6 million scheduled seats from Canada, or about 306 flights a day.

5  The methodology has changed from 2018 to 2019.
6  Air Canada Express is comprised of Chorus (Jazz), Sky Regional and Exploits Valley Air Services.
7  Represents the number of seats available multiplied by the number of kilometers flown.
In 2016, there were 315 government organizations across Canada who owned public transit assets. This includes 292 municipal governments.

They also owned:
- 28,140 transit shelters
- 13,937 bicycle racks and shelters
- 740 passenger stations and terminals
- 375 maintenance and storage facilities
- 334 park and ride parking lots
- 255 passenger drop-off facilities, and
- 207 exclusive rights-of-ways

The public transit network was made up of 7,103 single-track kms of roads and 1,573 single-track kms of rail.

Most of the railcars and buses owned by government organizations were in Ontario (38.8% bus and 49.4% railcars) or Quebec (21.9% bus and 32.5% railcars).

The majority of park and ride parking lots (75.7%) and passenger drop-off facilities (94.9%) were built in Ontario, Alberta and Quebec.

According to Statistics Canada, in 2016 government organizations reported that 66.4% of all buses were in good or very good condition. For railcars, 61% of assets were found to be in good or very good condition while only 12% of streetcars (all found in Toronto) were reported to be in good condition.

In 2019, there were 315 government organizations across Canada who owned public transit assets. This includes 292 municipal governments.

They also owned:
- 28,140 transit shelters
- 13,937 bicycle racks and shelters
- 740 passenger stations and terminals
- 375 maintenance and storage facilities
- 334 park and ride parking lots
- 255 passenger drop-off facilities, and
- 207 exclusive rights-of-ways

The public transit network was made up of 7,103 single-track kms of roads and 1,573 single-track kms of rail.

Most of the railcars and buses owned by government organizations were in Ontario (38.8% bus and 49.4% railcars) or Quebec (21.9% bus and 32.5% railcars).

The majority of park and ride parking lots (75.7%) and passenger drop-off facilities (94.9%) were built in Ontario, Alberta and Quebec.

According to Statistics Canada, in 2016 government organizations reported that 66.4% of all buses were in good or very good condition. For railcars, 61% of assets were found to be in good or very good condition while only 12% of streetcars (all found in Toronto) were reported to be in good condition.

In 2016, government organizations across Canada owned:

- 17,852 buses of various types
- 3,479 railcars
- 1,281 specialized transit vehicles
- 247 streetcars
- 12 ferries

Canada’s transportation system is made up of regional transportation networks which have their own characteristics, challenges and opportunities. For more detailed regional maps (1 to 4), refer to Annex A.

**Western Canada**

One in three Canadians live in Western Canada, with most of the population in urban centers like Greater Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton, Regina, Saskatoon, and Winnipeg. Outside of these centres, the rest of the West is sparsely populated. This requires a large network of roads, railways and airports to connect people and resources to domestic and international markets.

Highways help connect the region’s scattered communities. A network of low-volume highways is anchored by the Trans-Canada Highway, and stretches east-west from Vancouver to Regina through Winnipeg and the Yellowhead Highway. There are also 6 highways to the north that run east-west between Winnipeg and Prince Rupert.

BC is Canada’s gateway to the Asia-Pacific region and home to Canada’s largest port and second busiest airport. With the largest amount of international trade infrastructure in Canada, BC’s Lower Mainland supports trade activities with key international markets. Ports in BC help make trade possible, and handle over half of shipping from all Canadian Port Authorities.

The Port of Vancouver is Canada’s largest in terms of traffic volume. In 2019, it handled 142.1 million metric tonnes of traffic, which equaled over $240 billion in trade with over 170 economies. With 27 major terminals, the Port is around the same size as the next five largest Canadian ports combined and handles a wide range of cargo, including: coal, crude oil, wood products, potash, grain, containers, cars, other general cargo, as well as cruise ships.

The Port of Prince Rupert, Canada’s other main western port, handled 29.9 million metric tonnes of traffic in 2019, 12% more than in 2018. Prince Rupert offers the shortest route between China and North America, which gives Canada a competitive geographic advantage. The port and region are expanding quickly, with several infrastructure and capital expansion projects underway.

The West Coast is also the main point of entry for containerized manufactured goods from Asia which are then shipped to inland destinations in Canada and the US by railways and long-haul trucks. CN Rail and CP Rail are vital to transporting goods to and from marine gateways, and moving bulk commodities from the inland to BC ports.

Domestic marine activities also play an important role in British Columbia’s economy. Many coastal communities and ports rely on domestic tug and barge companies. Marine carriers are also active in cross-border trade to Alaska, Oregon and Washington states. Freight carried along the West Coast includes general cargo, wood products, gravel and stones, construction materials and coal.

International airports in each major city offer cargo services to domestic and international markets. In 2019, Vancouver International Airport handled 303 thousand tonnes of cargo traffic, or 22% of Canada’s total air freight traffic.

In 2019, $120 billion worth of goods were exported from Western Canada for all modes (except pipelines), with 53% going to the US, 35% to Asia and 2% to Mexico.

When it comes to passenger travel, Western Canada is home to three of Canada’s top five busiest airports. In 2019:
- Vancouver International Airport handled 22.5 million passengers
• Calgary International Airport handled 17.2 million passengers, and
• Edmonton International Airport handled 7.9 million passengers
Vancouver International Airport and Calgary International Airport serve as regional hubs for both Air Canada and WestJet, Canada’s two biggest airlines.
VIA Rail’s passenger service in Western Canada is long distance and intercity. VIA Rail runs a long distance passenger route between Toronto and Vancouver, stopping at major cities like Edmonton, Saskatoon and Winnipeg along the way. This route carried 99 thousand passengers in 2019. Other western routes operated by VIA Rail include Jasper to Prince Rupert, and Winnipeg to Churchill.

In British Columbia, BC Ferries provides passenger and vehicle ferry service for coastal and island communities, as well as access to Victoria, where the provincial legislature is located. In 2019, the operator carried 7.3 million vehicles and 18.3 million passengers.

CENTRAL CANADA
Central Canada is the most densely populated and industrialized region in the country. Its transportation makes use of the US possible through its connections to the US Midwest and Northeast. The Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway System is also used to move goods to and from Europe and other international markets. Key exports from Central Canada include car products and parts, wood products, and metal and minerals. In 2019, the total value exported for all modes (except pipelines) through Ontario and Quebec totaled $347 billion. 77% of this value was slated for the US, 13% to Europe, 5% to Asia, and 2% to Mexico.

Central Canada is the busiest region when it comes to surface traffic. Trucking plays an important role, mostly moving food, manufactured and other processed goods within the Quebec City - Windsor corridor and to American states located around the Great Lakes. Ontario and Quebec have the busiest road border crossings in Canada. In Central Canada, 53% of merchandise was exported by road in the last five years, compared to 33% and 21% in the Western and Eastern Canada, which rely on marine transportation.

In the Great Lakes, shipping supports manufacturing and grain exports. They are served mostly by lake or seaway-sized bulk carriers that stay in the Great Lakes during the winter. The St. Lawrence Seaway is used for shipping bulk materials, transshipments of exports and container imports. Grain from the Prairies is usually shipped from Thunder Bay and carried to different Quebec ports for export. In 2019, 38.4 million tonnes of product moved through the Seaway. The following products represented two-thirds of traffic in 2019:
• grain (10.4 million tonnes)
• iron ore (6.9 million tonnes)
• salt (3.9 million tonnes)
• liquid petroleum (3.4 million tonnes)
The Port of Montreal is important as it’s the entrance to the Seaway, which connects the lower St. Lawrence River to the Great Lakes. The Port is a major hub for container and bulk traffic, mainly serving Quebec, Ontario and the US Midwest. In 2019, 38.7 million tonnes of merchandise including 1.7 million TEUs was handled at the Port of Montreal.

In terms of air cargo, Toronto (Pearson), Hamilton and Montreal (Trudeau and Mirabel) represented 58% (781.5 thousand tonnes) of Canadian air freight traffic in 2019. This cargo travels mostly to the US, the Ontario and the US Midwest. In 2019, 38.7 million tonnes of merchandise including 1.7 million TEUs was handled at the Port of Montreal.

In Central Canada, 53% of merchandise was exported by road in the last five years, compared to 33% and 21% in the Western and Eastern Canada, which rely on marine transportation.

Central Canada is the busiest region when it comes to surface traffic. Trucking plays an important role, mostly moving food, manufactured and other processed goods within the Quebec City - Windsor corridor and to American states located around the Great Lakes. Ontario and Quebec have the busiest road border crossings in Canada. In Central Canada, 53% of merchandise was exported by road in the last five years, compared to 33% and 21% in the Western and Eastern Canada, which rely on marine transportation.

In the Great Lakes, shipping supports manufacturing and grain exports. They are served mostly by lake or seaway-sized bulk carriers that stay in the Great Lakes during the winter. The St. Lawrence Seaway is used for shipping bulk materials, transshipments of exports and container imports. Grain from the Prairies is usually shipped from Thunder Bay and carried to different Quebec ports for export. In 2019, 38.4 million tonnes of product moved through the Seaway. The following products represented two-thirds of traffic in 2019:
• grain (10.4 million tonnes)
• iron ore (6.9 million tonnes)
• salt (3.9 million tonnes)
• liquid petroleum (3.4 million tonnes)
The Port of Montreal is important as it’s the entrance to the Seaway, which connects the lower St. Lawrence River to the Great Lakes. The Port is a major hub for container and bulk traffic, mainly serving Quebec, Ontario and the US Midwest. In 2019, 38.7 million tonnes of merchandise including 1.7 million TEUs was handled at the Port of Montreal.

In terms of air cargo, Toronto (Pearson), Hamilton and Montreal (Trudeau and Mirabel) represented 58% (781.5 thousand tonnes) of Canadian air freight traffic in 2019. This cargo travels mostly to the US, the Ontario and the US Midwest. In 2019, 38.7 million tonnes of merchandise including 1.7 million TEUs was handled at the Port of Montreal.

European and domestic markets is made possible due to a series of ports anchored by the Port of Halifax (4.5 million tonnes in 2019), the largest container handling port in Atlantic Canada and an important hub for petroleum products and motor vehicles. The Port of Halifax is one of the few ports on the east coast of North America that can handle fully laden post-Panamax container vessels. It’s also North America’s closest point of ice-free access to Europe and Asia (via the Suez Canal). The Port of Saint John in New Brunswick is Atlantic Canada’s largest port in terms of tonnage (25.4 million tonnes in 2019). Saint John is an important port for processing, refining and shipping crude oil. Similarly, the Port of Come-by-Chance in Newfoundland and Labrador handles a large quantity of petroleum products from the province’s offshore oil development project sites.

Atlantic Canada’s highway network is defined by the Trans-Canada Highway, the region’s east-west backbone that runs from the Quebec border to St. John’s, NL. In 2019, CN Rail offered freight services to and from Central Canada to Halifax. A number of shortline railways also provided feeder service in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

On the passenger side, VIA Rail operates the Ocean train, a long-haul passenger route that operates between Montreal and Halifax. The Ocean carried 78 thousand passengers in 2019. The region is well served by 26 airports that each offered at least 100 annual scheduled passenger flights in 2019, with the largest airports located in Halifax and St John’s, NL.

The Marine Atlantic Crown corporation provides ferry service between Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, transporting more than 307,000 passengers. Private operators, on behalf of Transport Canada, provide inter-provincial ferry services including service between:
• Îles-de-la-Madeleine, QC and Souris, PEI
• Saint John, NB and Digby, NS
• Wood Islands, PEI and Caribou, NS

In 2019, 33% of merchandise was exported via all transportation modes (excluding pipelines), with 67% of the value headed to the US, 15% to Europe and 9% to Asia.

Connection to international and domestic markets is made possible due to a series of ports anchored by the Port of Halifax (4.5 million tonnes in 2019), the largest container handling port in Atlantic Canada and an important hub for petroleum products and motor vehicles. The Port of Halifax is one of the few ports on the east coast of North America that can handle fully laden post-Panamax container vessels. It’s also North America’s closest point of ice-free access to Europe and Asia (via the Suez Canal).

VIA Rail operates mostly in two corridors in Central Canada:
• The eastern corridor runs trains between Quebec City, Montreal, Ottawa, and Toronto. This is the busiest corridor, with 2.8 million passengers in 2019.

VIA Rail also operates mandatory services in Central Canada, including trains between Montreal and Senneterre, Montreal and Jonquière, Sudbury and White River.
In 2019, the Government announced that it would help Marine Atlantic Inc. modernize its fleet by buying three new ferries, including two that will replace the MV Madeleine, which travels between Îles-de-la-Madeleine, QC and Souris, PEI and the MV Holiday Island, that travels between Wood Islands, PEI and Caribou, NS.

**Northern Canada**

Canada’s North is made up of a massive, varied landscape with the three territories that represent around 40% of Canada’s total land mass, but a very small amount of the population. The geography includes the taiga (boreal) forests of the subarctic region, the tundra, permafrost and barren landscape. Transportation varies across the North as the region’s unique geography creates challenges for transporting passengers and cargo.

Many remote northern communities rely on summer sealifts. Arctic sealifts resupply coastal communities in Nunavut, Nunavik (Northern Quebec) and the Northwest Territories that have limited or no permanent road connections to southern Canada. The sealifts are a system of tanker and dry cargo ships that resupply Baffin, Kuvalliq and Kitikmeot. It also includes deep draft barge to Kitikmeot and coastal communities in the Northwest Territories, and a barge system through the Mackenzie River.

In the North, air transportation is crucial for travel, essential services (like medical emergencies), all-season resupply (including food and mail), tourism, and other economic activities. The northern air system has air carriers that offer service between southern Canada and four communities – Whitehorse, Yellowknife, Rankin Inlet, and Iqaluit. The northern airport system supports the service through 80 airports operated by the territorial governments, as well as other airports operated by resource companies, tourist operators, and federal departments.

The infrastructure for surface transportation varies a lot in the North. Yukon has the largest highway system that includes the Alaska Highway, Klondike Highway and Dumpster Highway connections to both Inside Passage and Arctic Ports. This system links most mineral areas to tidewater at the Alaska Inside Passage Port of Skagway. It also provides direct trucking access from Watson Lake via Cassiar Highway 37 in British Columbia to the BC Inside Passage Ports of Stewart, Kitimat and Prince Rupert.

The Yukon Highways carry the most traffic in terms of tonnage. Surface transportation in the Northwest Territories tends to vary with people and cargo travelling by all-weather and winter roads in the West, and by rail along the Mackenzie Valley in the South (i.e. Hay River). In contrast, Nunavut and Nunavik (Northern Quebec) have a permanent road system.

**National Trade Corridors Fund**

Canada’s economy is very trade-focused, and depends on an efficient and reliable transportation system to move goods and people. Budget 2017 announced the National Trade Corridors Fund (NTCF), a program to invest in projects that address capacity constraints and freight bottlenecks at major ports of entry, and improve connectivity of rail and highway infrastructure. Other key program objectives are to increase the resilience and adaptability of the Canadian transportation system in a changing climate and ensure deployment of new technologies and future innovation.

The Fund was created in 2017 with a plan to invest $1.9 billion over 11 years, including $400 million for projects that address key transportation needs in the Northwest Territories, Nunavut, and Yukon. Budget 2019 included another $400 million for projects in Arctic and northern regions, which increased the Fund to over $2.3 billion.

The first open call for proposals ran in 2018. In 2019, Transport Canada completed a second call for proposals targeting projects in the North, and opened a third continuous call for projects to diversify trade. This call for proposals will stay open until all NTCF funding is spent. From these processes, over 95% of the initial $1.9 billion in funding has been set aside for transportation projects that support trade and growth.

By the end of 2019, $1.7 billion in funding had been announced to 81 projects across the country, with more than $3.6 billion in total investments by public and private sector partners.

In Western Canada, 32 projects were awarded $794 million in funding, leveraging total investments of $1.9 billion, to build stronger trade corridors to Pacific markets. This include projects to:

- support fluidity at western ports
- expand inland transportation connections
- help producers to export, and
- improve north-south highway corridors

In Central Canada, 20 projects were awarded with more than $278 million in NTCF funding, leveraging total investments of $619 million to support increased marine traffic through the Great Lakes and the Saint Lawrence Seaway System, reduce delays at border crossings in Ontario, and improve fluidity at ports across Quebec and Ontario.

In Eastern Canada, 14 projects were awarded more than $253 million in funding, leveraging total investments of $627 million to strengthen trade corridors through gateways to Europe, Africa and Asia. This includes projects to:

- improve fluidity at East Coast ports
- expand air cargo capacity at airports, and
- explore options for protecting and sustaining the critical Chignecto Isthmus trade corridor

In Northern Canada, 15 projects were awarded more than $379 million in funding, leveraging total investments of $528 million. This includes projects to:

- build resilient transportation corridors between Arctic communities
- position the North for future trade opportunities
- support air transportation and highways, and
- explore building an all-season road through the Northwest Territories and Nunavut to the Arctic Ocean

In 2020, Transport Canada will continue to oversee the Fund’s continuous call for proposals. The department will also work with federal, provincial, territorial and Indigenous partners to identify priorities for the extra $400 million in funding set aside in Budget 2019 for Arctic and northern regions.
Following the January 2019 meeting of the Council of Ministers Responsible for Transportation and Highway Safety, an expert Task Force on School Bus Safety was created in collaboration with the province of Saskatchewan, federal-provincial-territorial representatives, and stakeholders to identify and assess ways to improve school bus safety.

Federal, provincial and territorial governments agreed to set a process to deal with differences in regulations across jurisdictions that create trade barriers for the trucking industry.

To prevent driver fatigue, commercial carriers will replace paper-based daily logbooks with electronic logging devices. Changes to the Commercial Vehicle Drivers Hours of Service Regulations also limit driving time and set minimum rest periods.

**Work to improve efficiency**

In January 2019, the Council of Ministers Responsible for Transportation and Highway Safety approved the final report of the Task Force on Trucking Harmonization. The report analyzed key issues identified by the industry, and suggested ways to address issues that affect the inter-jurisdictional movement of trucks. The Council referred these issues to the appropriate longstanding federal-provincial-territorial groups for more thought. By working together, these forums continue to look for ways to make regulations more harmonious and efficient across Canada.

Under the Canadian Free Trade Agreement, the federal, provincial and territorial governments agreed to create a regulatory reconciliation process to address regulatory differences and internal trade barriers for the trucking industry. To work towards that goal, one of the first items put forward was a provision to align weight limits within jurisdictions for wide base single tires and the more traditional dual tires. Aligning weight limits would make using wide base single tires more practical, allow trucks to carry a slightly higher payload, and increase fuel economy.

In January 2019, the Council updated the federal-provincial-territorial agreement on vehicle weights and dimensions to allow the same weight limits for wide base single tires and dual tires on a designated highway network across Canada. Although not all jurisdictions have signed the reconciliation agreement, the item is mostly implemented as all jurisdictions now have measures in place to allow wide base single tires at weight limit parity with dual tires.

**Work to improve safety and security**

The motor vehicle sector is transforming and Transport Canada’s safety and security regime is keeping pace with this change.

Over the last few decades, there has been a drop in motor vehicle casualties. Deaths have decreased by almost 68%, while serious injuries have declined by 62%. This progress happened despite significant growth in Canada’s population, number of licensed drivers (+122%) and number of registered vehicles (+124%). Safer vehicles, road infrastructure and road user behaviour have all led to this greater level of safety. Transport Canada has introduced or updated many vehicle safety regulations over the last decade. These include regulations for vehicle safety features like:

- electronic stability control
- door lock and door retention
- truck anti-lock brakes
- steering control systems
- head restraints
- child restraints
- seat anchorage strength
- occupant protection in frontal collisions
- tires
- headlights
- rear view mirror visibility
- electronic logging devices
- helmet and seatbelt use

**Task Force on School Bus Safety**

At the January 2019 meeting of the Council of Ministers Responsible for Transportation and Highway Safety, Ministers agreed to create an expert Task Force on School Bus Safety co-chaired by Transport Canada and Saskatchewan and made up of federal, provincial and territorial representatives. The Task Force also includes stakeholders, like safety associations, manufacturers or school board representatives. The Task Force will identify and assess possible ways to improve school bus safety, both inside and outside the school bus, with a focus on seatbelts. Throughout the year, the Task Force did a thorough
review, and confirmed that Canadian school buses have an excellent safety record and are the safest way to get children to and from school. Even so, there are ways to make school buses even safer for our children. In particular, the Task Force found that the greatest risk to children is outside the bus. In keeping with these findings, the Task Force recommended that jurisdictions look at applying a series of safety measures to support the bus driver while driving, and help deter illegally passing motorists. These include infrared cameras, exterior 360° cameras, extended stop arms, and automatic emergency braking.

The Task Force’s report presented the evidence, advantages and disadvantages of seatbelts on school buses, noting that seatbelts can provide an added layer of protection in certain rare, but severe, collision scenarios, and explained a range of considerations related to installing and using seatbelts. Taking action in this area, pilot projects will be launched in 2020 to test the Task Force’s guidelines for using seatbelts on school buses.

The Report of the Task Force on School Bus Safety: Strengthening School Bus Safety in Canada, was presented at the February 2020 meeting of the Council of Ministers Responsible for Transportation and Highway Safety. The Ministers endorsed its publication and it’s posted on their website.

Commercial motor vehicle safety
Transport Canada also worked closely with provinces and territories through the Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators on ways to improve commercial motor vehicle safety and prevent fatigue. In January 2019, federal, provincial and territorial governments agreed to finalize a Technical Standard on Electronic Logging Devices for commercial carriers. The electronic logging devices replace paper daily logbook, and reduce the risk of fatigue-related collisions.

The Standard was completed in December 2019 and was formally approved at the February 2020 meeting of the Council. Further, in June 2019, Transport Canada published changes to the Commercial Vehicle Drivers Hours of Service Regulations in Canada Gazette Part II to require federally-regulated bus and truck motor carriers and their drivers to use electronic logging devices. The regulations limit a driver’s on-duty and driving time and require minimum periods of rest or off-duty time to reduce fatigue-related crashes, injuries and deaths. The changes will help:

- reduce crashes
- reduce out-of-service detention time of drivers
- reduce administration costs, and
- improve compliance and greater harmonization with US regulatory requirements

To further improve commercial motor vehicle safety, the Council of Ministers Responsible for Transportation and Highway Safety agreed to build on and use the work done by several jurisdictions to develop a standard for entry-level training for commercial drivers in Canada by January 2020. Developing this standard is a key milestone and will help make sure that drivers have the right knowledge and skills to safely drive tractor-trailers on Canada’s roads and highways.

Canadian governments will add the standard to the National Safety Code for Motor Carriers and will also require training institutes and instructors to be licensed by the appropriate agency in each jurisdiction. The national standard for entry-level training for Class 1 (tractor-trailer) drivers was completed in December 2019 and was approved at the February 2020 meeting of the Council of Ministers Responsible for Transportation and Highway Safety.

Roundtable on Distracted Driving
In February 2019, Transport Canada published the Guidelines to Limit Distractions from Visual Displays in Vehicles. The Guidelines help to make the visual displays in vehicles less distracting by recommending how to safely design, install and use in-vehicle visual displays.

Vulnerable road users
Transport Canada continues work on protecting vulnerable road users. In January 2019, the Council of Ministers approved next steps for the implementation of the Safety Measures for Cyclists and Pedestrians around Heavy Vehicles – Summary Report (October 2018), with an emphasis on pilot projects, knowledge exchange, and reviewing safety standards and regulations. Working with municipal partners, Transport Canada has launched on-road field trials to test the effectiveness of a detection and visibility system on commercial vehicles.

Manufacturers’ recalls
Transport Canada is also committed to improving Canada’s oversight and compliance system in order to keep all Canadian road users safe. On average, manufacturers issue around 650 recalls each year, affecting over five million vehicles. About 25% of vehicles don’t get repaired. This can put drivers, their passengers, and other road users at risk. To give Canadians better safety information and to support appropriate actions by all, in July 2019 Transport Canada introduced changes to the Motor Vehicle Safety Regulations that require manufacturers to share more details about safety-related vehicle defects.

Automated vehicles
Recognizing that automated vehicles could help improve safety, in March 2018, Transport Canada updated the Motor Vehicle Safety Act to make the department’s regulatory regime more flexible, in order to help the department keep pace with emerging technologies. The changes included modernized/new authorities to grant exemptions, take enforcement action, and modify or suspend outdated regulations. In 2019, Transport Canada released guidance and tools to further clarify Canada’s direction on automated vehicles:

- Canada’s Safety Framework for Automated and Connected Vehicles, released in February 2019, explains the department’s vision for safety and provides a range of guidance and tools that support the safe testing and use of automated and connected vehicles in Canada
- The Safety Assessment for Automated Driving Systems in Canada, also released in February 2019, helps industry to review the safety of highly automated vehicles they want to manufacture, import, operate or sell in Canada
- Process for Seeking Exemptions from the Canada Motor Vehicle Safety Standards to support the safe introduction of connected and automated vehicles, while encouraging the development and use of innovative technologies

In 2019, Transport Canada completed driving simulations that looked at driver interactions with advanced vehicle technologies, and field tests that looked at how advanced collision avoidance systems can help detect and protect vulnerable road users.

Transport Canada also completed public opinion research to better understand the Canadian public’s attitudes towards, and confidence in emerging vehicle technologies. The department continued its work with international partners to develop standards and other safety requirements that can improve road safety with advanced vehicle technologies.
Work to Protect the Environment

Zero-emission vehicles
In January 2019, the Minister of Transport announced new targets for zero-emission vehicles in Canada. The targets are to reach 10% of new light-duty vehicle sales by 2025, 30% by 2030 and 100% by 2040. To meet these targets, Budget 2019 set aside $700 million to encourage consumers to buy zero-emission vehicles in Canada. This includes $300 million for point-of-sale incentives, $265 million for a 100% tax write-off for businesses that buy zero-emission vehicles, and $130 million to support increased deployment of charging and hydrogen refuelling stations. These funds are in addition to the more than $180 million in investments for zero-emission vehicle infrastructure already set aside through Budgets 2016 and 2017.

Between May 2019 and December 2019, over 33,000 Canadians and Canadian businesses have benefitted from the federal point-of-sale incentives. Sales of zero-emission vehicles during that time period were up 30% compared with the same period the year before. Zero-emission vehicles made up about 3% of all new light-duty vehicles sold in 2019, compared to about 2% in 2018.

Heavy-duty Vehicle and Engine Greenhouse Gas Emission Regulations
The Government of Canada also continued to develop emissions standards for post-2018 model year on-road heavy-duty vehicles and engines, building on the existing regulations covering model years 2014 to 2018. In May 2018, changes to the existing Heavy-duty Vehicle and Engine GHG Emission Regulations were published in Canada Gazette II.

These changes:
• set stricter standards to further limit greenhouse gas emissions from new on-road heavy-duty vehicles and their engines for 2021 to 2027 models
• introduce standards for new trailers hauled by on-road transport tractors in Canada, beginning with trailers manufactured on or after January 1, 2020

In June 2019, because of changes to the heavy duty vehicle regulations in the US, Canada published the Interim Order Modifying the Operation of the Heavy Duty Vehicle and Engine GHG Emissions Regulations (Trailer Standards) in the Canada Gazette, Part I. This standard delays the implementation of trailer standards until late-May 2020.

Other notable road safety projects
The Government of Canada continues to create various green freight projects to improve the fuel efficiency of trucking operations in Canada. These include SmartDriver Training, the SmartWay Transport Partnership, and the Green Freight Assessment Program, which are delivered by Natural Resources Canada.

The Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change also committed the federal government to work with provinces, territories and industry to explore ways to retrofit heavy-duty vehicles with fuel-saving technologies to reduce emissions. In 2018, a federal-provincial-territorial task force was created. The task force is working on a report on the heavy-duty vehicle sector in Canada and the uptake of fuel-saving technologies that can be retrofitted to heavy-duty vehicles, and which are still outside the scope of the new heavy-duty vehicle regulations.

Work to Improve Efficiency

Transportation Modernization Act
In 2019, the department continued to implement the Transportation Modernization Act. The legislation introduced ways to make the performance of Canada’s rail network more transparent. This includes requiring Class 1 railways, like CN Rail and CP Rail, to submit weekly service and performance metrics.

In-line with Transport Canada’s work to improve the availability of transportation information, the department publishes these metrics on the Transportation Data and Information Hub. Transport Canada introduced ways to make the performance of Canada’s rail network more transparent.

In June 2019, because of changes to the heavy duty vehicle regulations in the US, Canada published the Interim Order Modifying the Operation of the Heavy Duty Vehicle and Engine GHG Emissions Regulations (Trailer Standards) in the Canada Gazette, Part I. This standard delays the implementation of trailer standards until late-May 2020.

High frequency rail
The Government announced in June 2019 that it would make $71.1 million available to continue to explore VIA Rail’s high frequency rail proposal.

Transport Canada proposed the Passenger Rail Transportation Security Regulations to improve passenger rail transportation security. The regulations would give rail companies the flexibility to use practices in line with their operational and security risks.

Under a series of Memoranda of Understanding with the Railway Association of Canada, Transport Canada has been working with the rail industry to address greenhouse gas emissions.

HIGHLIGHTS

Improved the transparency of Canada’s rail network as the Transportation Modernization Act requires Class 1 railways to publish weekly performance reports. In March 2019, Transport Canada launched consultations on improving reporting requirements.

In June 2019, the Government of Canada announced that $71.1 million would be available to continue to explore VIA Rail’s high frequency rail proposal.

Transport Canada proposed the Passenger Rail Transportation Security Regulations to improve passenger rail transportation security. The regulations would give rail companies the flexibility to use practices in line with their operational and security risks.

Under a series of Memoranda of Understanding with the Railway Association of Canada, Transport Canada has been working with the rail industry to address greenhouse gas emissions.

High frequency rail
The Government announced in June 2019 that it would make $71.1 million available to continue to explore
Transportation Security Regulations, which fall under the Railway Safety Act. These regulations, which the department developed in consultation with the railway industry and its association, have been designed using a management-based approach. They would require passenger and host railway companies to proactively plan for and manage security risks. The proposed regulations will give companies the flexibility to use security practices that are tailored to their operations and make sense based on their security risks. The proposed regulations were pre-published in the Canada Gazette, Part I on April 13, 2019. The industry remains generally supportive to the proposed regulatory approach.

In 2019, the department continued to engage with key stakeholders. These included regional multimodal classified security briefings, and the annual Canadian Surface Transportation Security Roundtable. These projects promote information-sharing and best practices, and will be further tailored to improve the security of Canada’s transportation system.

Transportation of Dangerous Goods by Rail Security Regulations

To improve the security of the transportation of dangerous goods by rail in Canada, Transport Canada published the Transportation of Dangerous Goods by Rail Security Regulations in the Canada Gazette, Part II on May 15, 2019. They apply to railway carriers and railway loaders that handle, offer for transport, or transport dangerous goods and require railway carriers and railway loaders to proactively plan for and manage security risks. Transport Canada also developed a new Transportation of Dangerous Goods by Rail Security Oversight Program based on these new regulations. The new program launched on April 1, 2020.

More information on transporting dangerous goods by rail

Work to protect the environment

Rail transportation helps to make Canada’s transportation network more efficient by reducing congestion and wear-and-tear on roads and highways. A 100-car freight train carrying 10,000 tonnes of goods can replace 300 trucks.8 Railways can also support the Government’s 2030 greenhouse gas emissions reduction goal.

Under a series of agreements with the Railway Association of Canada, Transport Canada has been working with the rail industry to address greenhouse gas emissions. Between 2011 and 2017, emission intensity from Class 1 freight and intercity passenger operations fell by 17% and 20% (kg CO2 equivalent per 1,000 revenue tonne kilometers), compared to the 2010 baseline year. These reductions happened despite an increase in both freight traffic (359.69 to 429.51 billion revenue tonne kilometers) and the number of intercity passengers (4.46 to 4.65 million). From 2010 to 2017 regional and shortline emissions intensity increased by 21%. This increase is mostly due to a uniquely high emission level in 2017 due to varying demand for bulk commodities which tend to be more fuel efficient on average. This segment of rail traffic made up under 5% of the rail total tonne-kilometers in 2017.

The Railway Association of Canada and Transport Canada signed a new agreement on March 20, 2019 to cover 2018-2022. This agreement make sure that emissions intensity levels will be tracked through annual reporting. It includes new emissions reduction targets for the length of the agreement, including a 6% reduction for each of Class 1 freight and intercity passenger, and a 3% reduction for regional and shortlines. It also calls for the development of a pathway document for aligning government and industry efforts to reduce emissions produced by the railway sector.

Transport Canada continues to put in place the Locomotive Emissions Regulations, which entered into force on June 9, 2017. These regulations limit harmful emissions from locomotives operated by railway companies under federal jurisdiction, through mandatory emission standards and reduced idling. They align with the US regulations, which was a goal of the Canada-US Regulatory Cooperation Council Locomotive Emissions Initiative.

In 2019, Transport Canada implemented another set of measures to address the impacts of vessel traffic on the Southern Resident killer whale and North Atlantic right whale, including actions to address acoustic and physical disturbance from underwater noise from vessels, reduce the risk of lethal vessel strikes, and increase surveillance of populations.

The Canada Infrastructure Bank announced a $300 million investment to build a container terminal in Montreal with a capacity of 1.15 million TEUs.

The Minister of Transport announced over $330 million of funding for projects at eight Canadian ports under the National Trade Corridors Fund.

Work to improve efficiency and competitiveness

In spring 2018, the Minister of Transport began the review of Canada Port Authorities with the goal of clarifying their current and future role in the transportation system to support growth and trade. In 2019, the Ports Modernization Review analysed the findings from stakeholders’ engagement, online submissions and independent studies. Once completed, the Review will help update governance structures that promote investments in Canadian ports.

On May 30, 2019, the Governor in Council issued a certificate to form the Hamilton-Oshawa Port Authority, with the goal of driving growth and sustainability in southern Ontario. The Port Authority will also help streamline the movement of goods within a key, increasingly busy, market.

National Trade Corridors Fund

In 2019, the Minister announced more than $330 million of funding for 13 projects at eight Canadian ports. These projects build on investments announced in 2018, and will help move commercial goods to their destinations, help the economy grow, create quality middle-class jobs, and make sure Canada’s ports. These projects build on investments announced in 2018, and will help move commercial goods to their destinations, help the economy grow, create quality middle-class jobs, and make sure Canada’s ports.

Marine Transportation

The Minister also announced funding for marine projects in Canada’s North under the northern call for proposals. For example, $21.6 million in federal funding will help complete work for the first phase of the Grays Bay Road and Port project which is creating an all-season connecting road between a deep-water port at Grays Bay on Coronation Gulf and the Northwest Territories.

In December 2019, the Canada Infrastructure Bank announced a $300 million backstop investment with the Montreal Port Authority to build a container terminal at Contrecoeur with an increased capacity of 1.15M Twenty Foot Equivalent Units (TEU). If it receives the necessary approvals, this new terminal will be in service by the mid-2020s.

Work to improve safety and security

Navigation Safety Regulations

To further improve marine safety, Transport Canada published the Regulations Amending the Navigation Safety Regulations (Automatic Identification Systems) on April 17, 2019. The goal of this project was to update Transport Canada’s existing Navigation Safety Regulations to apply the requirement to carry automatic identification systems to more passenger vessels. This will help improve safety, and protect Southern Resident killer whales.

Another project that will improve marine safety is the Navigation Safety Regulations, 2020 where the proposed regulations were published in the Canada Gazette, Part I, on June 15, 2019. They should be published in the Canada Gazette, Part II, in spring 2020. These regulations will repeal nine navigation and radiocommunications regulations, and combine them into one new regulation, the Navigation Safety Regulations, 2020. Most of the requirements related to navigation safety from the Steering Appliances and Equipment Regulations will also transfer to the new regulation.

Along with this change, some provisions in the 10 regulations will be updated to:

- expand the requirements to carry distress alerting and communication equipment
- expand the requirements to carry equipment that improves the situational awareness of vessel operators
- incorporate Chapters IV and V of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS Convention)
- bring the regulations in line with the Canada Shipping Act, 2001
- respond to recommendations from the Transportation Safety Board, the Chief Coroner for the Leviathan II marine incident, and the Auditor General
- deal with concerns from the Standing Joint Committee for the Scrutiny of Regulations about the Charts and Nautical Publications, 1995

Guidelines for assessing the operational risk of ice

To support the 2017 Arctic Shipping Safety and Pollution Prevention Regulations, Transport Canada wrote Guidelines for Assessing Ice Operational Risk which explain how to apply various regulations, incorporated documents, standards, and references to reduce the risk for vessels navigating in Canada’s Arctic waters.

Navigation Protection Program

In August 2019, changes to the Navigation Protection Act came into force. These changes restored
protections for navigable waters, added modern safeguards, and renamed the legislation the Canadian Navigable Waters Act.

A key purpose of the act is to regulate “works” that could interfere with navigation. Works include any structure, device or thing — temporary or permanent — made by humans that is in, on, over, under, through or across any navigable water. They can be small works like docks or large works like dams.

Once the Canadian Navigable Waters Act came into force, Transport Canada:

- published the Minister’s Major Works Order, which explains what types of works are likely to interfere with navigation and explains that owners are responsible for getting any work on a navigable water approved
- published the Minister of Transport’s Order Amending the Schedule to the Canadian Navigable Waters Act, which added 25 navigable waters to the schedule of the act, including eligible heritage, wild and free-flowing rivers
- released the Common Project Search, a registry where Canadians can find information and add comments on proposed works on navigable waters in their communities, and
- released a new project review tool to help owners of works understand their obligations under the act, and an online submission site where owners can submit applications

In 2019, Transport Canada’s Navigation Protection Program processed 1,798 applications, did 1,119 compliance verifications, and took 131 enforcement actions related to the act.

Finally, as a key member of the Marine Security Operations Centres, Transport Canada continues to partner with other government departments and agencies to improve Canada’s marine security.

**Work to protect the environment**

**Reducing sulphur emissions**

Since January 1, 2015, vessels in Canadian waters and within the North American Emission Control Area must use fuel with a maximum sulphur content of 0.1%, or technology that results in equivalent sulphur emissions, to reduce air pollutants (like exhaust gas cleaning systems). In the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway system, progress continued under the Fleet Averaging Regulatory Regime to reduce sulphur emissions from domestic vessels. The government expects these measures to reduce emissions by up to 96% by 2020.

**Ballast Water Regulations**

Ballast water, which is important for the safety and stability of vessels, can also introduce aquatic invasive species (e.g. Zebra mussels) into receiving waters. In 2010, Canada acceded to the International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments, 2004 (the Convention). In 2019, new ballast water regulations were published for public comment in the Canada Gazette. These regulations, which are intended to give effect to Canada’s obligations under the Convention and further protect Canadian waters from the introduction and spread of aquatic invasive species and pathogens, would apply to Canadian vessels everywhere and vessels in waters under Canadian jurisdiction. Vessels subject to the regulations would be required to comply with a number of new provisions, including a performance standard that would limit the concentration of discharged organisms and the development and implementation of a ballast water management plan. The department is assessing the input received through the public consultation process.

**Environmental Response Regulations**

Transport Canada published the Environmental Response Regulations in Canada Gazette Part II on July 10, 2019. These regulations were developed to make Canada’s Oil Spill Preparedness and Response Regime more effective when oil is being transferred to and from vessels. Asking oil handling facilities to improve their prevention and planning activities, alongside more compliance and enforcement by Transport Canada, means that Canada is more prepared to deal with an oil spill. New requirements from the Oceans Protection Plan will manage the risks of polluting shorelines and sensitive areas, which are important to Indigenous and coastal communities.

**Work to support the recovery of Canada’s whale populations**

**Southern Resident killer whales**

In 2019, Transport Canada took a number of steps to reduce the impacts of vessel acoustic and physical disturbance on Southern Resident killer whales (SRKW) by issuing an Interim Order under the Canada Shipping Act, 2001. From June 1 – October 31:

- The introduction of mandatory Interim Sanctuary Zones, which prohibit the entrance of vessels in designated zones in Swiftsure Bank and off Fender and Saturna Islands, areas identified as important areas for SRKW.
- An extended mandatory approach distance of 400 m for all killer whales in SRKW critical habitat. Upon authorization by the Minister of Transport, whale watching and ecotourism companies that entered into a sustainable whale watching agreement were able to view non-SRKW at a distance of up to 200 m, and agreed to not offer or promote whale watching tours of SRKW.
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In addition to these mandatory measures, additional voluntary measures to protect SRKW were implemented, including a 7 knot go-slow zone within 1 km of SRKW, turning off echosounders when not in use, and turning engines to neutral idle when within 400 m of a killer whale.

Transport Canada also continues to partner with the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority’s ECHO Program to identify and implement measures to reduce underwater noise from large commercial vessel traffic. In 2019, the voluntary commercial vessel slowdown implemented in 2017 and 2018 was extended to include both Haro Strait and Boundary Pass. In addition, a voluntary lateral displacement of inshore vessel traffic in the Strait of Juan de Fuca was implemented to move traffic away from key foraging areas.

Transport Canada and Fisheries and Oceans Canada also entered into a Conservation Agreement under the Species at Risk Act with the various industry partners involved in the ECHO Program. The purpose of the agreement is to formalize the participation of the industry partners and the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority in the ECHO program and to formalize the role of the ECHO program in researching, developing, implementing, and monitoring measures to reduce the contribution of large commercial vessels to the threat of acoustic and physical disturbance to SRKW.

Transport Canada held engagement sessions in spring 2019 with Indigenous Groups and key stakeholders on the concept and development of underwater vessel noise management plans, custom plans developed by operators to reduce their fleets’ underwater noise.

As part of the Government of Canada’s commitment to address underwater vessel noise, the Quiet Vessel Initiative was launched in 2019 to develop scientific evidence about the most effective approaches to quieting vessels as part of a long-term solution to underwater radiated noise.

The Quiet Vessel Initiative is enabling Transport Canada to address these gaps by funding the assessment of safe, environmentally-responsible and effective “quiet vessel” technologies and operational practices. The results generated through the Quiet Vessel Initiative will support Canada’s efforts to influence the development of international quiet vessel design standards through the International Maritime Organization.

Globally, Canada is leading on the issue of underwater noise from shipping by spearheading underwater vessel noise work at the International Maritime Organization (IMO), including through hosting workshops and participating in international conferences. In January 2019, the Government of Canada hosted a Technical Workshop at the IMO Headquarters in London, UK focused on quieting ships to protect the marine environment. The workshop attracted more than 140 delegates from 24 countries, and included naval architects, marine engineers, ship operators, shipyards, national policymakers, industry associations, academics and non-governmental organizations. The result was a breadth of expertise with diverse viewpoints that led to a more complete and accurate assessment of the current state of, and opportunities for, innovative ship designs and technologies. A policy workshop was convened in Vancouver in November 2019, and a new work output proposal has been submitted for consideration and approval by the Marine Environment Protection Committee of the IMO at their next meeting scheduled for fall 2020. Travel restrictions may impact negotiations at IMO on new measures.

North Atlantic Right Whales

For a third year, from April 28 to November 15, Transport Canada implemented speed management measures in the Gulf of St. Lawrence to reduce the risk of vessel collisions with North Atlantic right whales (NARW). The department put a speed restriction in place for vessels 20 m or longer travelling through much of the western Gulf of St. Lawrence. To minimize impact on the marine industry, vessels were allowed to travel at safe operational speeds in parts of the shipping lanes north and south of Anticosti Island when no NARW were observed.

In response to the deaths of several NARW mid-season, on July 8, 2019, the Government of Canada announced enhanced measures to provide further protection for the NARW, including:

- applying the speed restriction to all vessels over 13 m in length
- expanding the speed restriction zone, and
- increasing aerial surveillance.

Transport Canada’s National Aerial Surveillance Program flew a total of 586.7 flight hours in 2019 in support of these measures. With 5,279 transits through the speed reduction zone, 19 penalties were issued, resulting in a compliance rate of 99.6%.

Ongoing work with other government departments, industry, non-governmental organizations, academia, Indigenous groups, and international partners is key to the continued success of measures under the Whales Initiative.

The Government of Canada continues to deliver initiatives under the $1.5 billion national Oceans Protection Plan to protect Canada’s coasts while growing the economy. In partnership with Indigenous and coastal communities, this project is developing a world-leading marine safety system to meet Canada’s unique needs, and improve our ability to prevent and respond to marine pollution incidents from coast to coast to coast. Projects under the Oceans Protection Plan include:

**BUILDING MEANINGFUL PARTNERSHIPS**

Transport Canada continued to speak and partner with Indigenous peoples, coastal communities, marine stakeholders, and provinces and territories with over 873 engagement sessions held to date, including 615 with multiple Indigenous groups. Through the Oceans Protection Plan the government will fund 21 projects totaling $5.8 million under the Indigenous and Local Communities Engagement and Partnership Program to support long-term, ongoing partnerships and engagement with Indigenous peoples.
EnHanced maritime situational awareness

The department launched the Enhanced Maritime Situational Awareness initiative in May 2019 to create a user-friendly web-based system where users can access local maritime data, including vessel traffic. The department funded partners to build project capacity, buy equipment, upgrade infrastructure, and improve the system. Partners are regularly testing the system and working with the department to make improvements so the system meets community and user needs.

Low-impact shipping corridors in the North

This project aims at developing a governance framework to facilitate the management of shipping along key routes to minimize potential effects to wildlife, socio-cultural activities and ecologically sensitive areas. Such a framework would also serve to improve marine navigation safety and help guide future investments and service enhancements in priority areas in the North. In 2019, Transport Canada, the Canadian Coast Guard and the Canadian Hydrographic Service completed the first round of engagement sessions with Inuit and Indigenous communities, land-claim organizations, partners and stakeholders including territorial and provincial governments, industry, academic and non-governmental organizations. The focus of these sessions was to establish partnerships and have preliminary discussions on the goals of the initiative with respect to governance and priority geographic areas along shipping corridor routes. Engagement with partners and stakeholders is ongoing and expected to continue over the next year.

AnCHorages initiative

As a trading nation, the marine transportation system is key to Canada’s continued economic and social well-being. Anchorages are an integral part of safe navigation. The Government’s goal for managing anchorages in Canada is one where commercial shipping is conducted safely for the benefit of all Canadians, managed efficiently, and to the extent possible, minimizes the impact to the marine environment and surrounding communities. The Anchorages Initiative is advancing work towards creating a framework for management of anchorage sites outside of public ports and articulating best practices for ships at anchor. An Interim Protocol for the Use of Southern British Columbia Anchorages was introduced in 2018 to put in place measures to reduce the impacts of large vessels at anchor outside of port authorities and currently remains in effect. The Interim Protocol includes voluntary procedures to balance the use of anchorage locations and mitigate potential disturbances to residents caused by light and noise from ships at anchor. It was developed in partnership with the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority, the Pacific Pilotage Authority, and industry stakeholders. Engagement with Indigenous peoples, coastal communities and marine stakeholders is being continued over the coming year to gather feedback on the key challenges associated with anchorage activities.

Bill C-48: Oil Tanker Moratorium Act

The Oil Tanker Moratorium Act (Bill C-48) received royal assent on June 21, 2019, providing a unique level of coastal protection in northern British Columbia. The act bans oil tankers carrying more than 12,500 metric tons of crude oil or persistent oil products from stopping, loading or unloading at ports or marine installations in the moratorium area. The area extends from the Canada-US border in the north, down to the point on British Columbia’s mainland across from the northern tip of Vancouver Island, including Haida Gwaii.

Safety equipment and basic marine infrastructure for northern communities initiative

In 2018, this project committed $24.2 million to the Governments of Nunavut and Northwest Territories to enable community resupply operations safer and more efficient. The department issued a second call for proposals, that closed on March 31, 2020, for projects in Nunavut, the Northwest Territories, Nunatsiavut (Labrador), and Nunavik (Northern Quebec) that will use the remaining $68.4 million. Examples include cargo lay-down areas, sealift ramps, mooring bollards, and petroleum resupply operation infrastructure.

Marine Training Program

The Marine Training Program increases access to training and job opportunities in the marine industry for underrepresented groups like women, northerners, and Indigenous peoples. The Marine Training Program has provided three-year funding to the Nunavut Fisheries and Marine Training Consortium, Nova Scotia Community College, and the British Columbia Institute of Technology.

ProActive vessel management

Transport Canada worked with Indigenous and coastal communities, and marine stakeholders to draft a National Proactive Vessel Management Framework that provides guidance on how to identify and address vessel traffic issues. The department launched pilot projects in Cambridge Bay, Nunavut, Inuvialuit Settlement Region, and the North Coast of British Columbia to implement and test the national framework.

Cumulative effects of marine shipping initiative

Transport Canada is rolling out and testing it in six pilot sites across Canada. The department is relying on regional engagement and collaboration with Indigenous nations, industry and other stakeholders in each of the six identified pilot sites. Through two years of engagement the project has gathered a lot of information, including marine vessel activities and the impacts they have on the environment. Transport Canada has started to develop a national framework to assess the cumulative effects of marine shipping in collaboration with Indigenous nations, academic experts and stakeholders. The goal is to improve our understanding of cumulative effects of marine shipping in key ecosystems.

Abandoned or Wrecked Vessels

Transport Canada, in partnership with the Department of Fisheries, Oceans and the Canadian Coast Guard, implemented a national strategy on abandoned and wrecked vessels. This comprehensive strategy include several measures to mitigate the impacts and risks posed by these problem vessels. The centerpiece, the Wrecked, Abandoned or Hazardous Vessels Act came into force in July 2019. It is designed to protect coastal and shoreline communities, the environment and infrastructure by strengthening vessel owner responsibility and liability of their vessels throughout their life-cycle. It does so by, among other things, banning the act of vessel abandonment, and bringing into Canadian law the Nairobi International Convention on the Removal of Wrecks, 2007. It also enhanced federal powers to take proactive actions on vessels posing hazards in Canadian waters. Another key measure is the launch of the Abandoned Boats Program, for which funding has been announced for the following projects:

- Removal and disposal of 112 vessels
- Conducting 109 removal assessments
- Supporting five education and awareness projects, and three research projects

Engaging Canadians

Transport Canada continues to raise awareness about the Oceans Protection Plan and marine safety, including engaging and receiving ongoing input from Canadians through the Let’s Talk - Oceans Protection Plan Portal.
Throughout 2019, Canada continued to improve air transport connectivity with bilateral partners and signed new or expanded agreements with many countries including Tunisia, Grenada (Open-skies), Chile, and Ecuador. As of December 2019, Canada had agreements that covered 107 countries under the Blue Sky policy. This includes a broad agreement with the European Union.

**Work to improve safety and security**

Transport Canada processes around 120,000 Civil Aviation services a year. In 2019, the department:

- licensed 28,894 pilot or flight engineers
- certified 955 air operator certificates
- registered 7,790 aircrafts
- licensed 101 air traffic controllers
- completed 40,970 medical assessments
- certified 32,436 drone pilots
- completed thousands of inspections
- provided 117 Canadian aviation documents to new Air Cargo Supply Chain participants

**Drones (Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems)**

In 2019, Transport Canada published new regulations for small drones flown within visual line-of-sight. These regulations create predictable rules to allow drones to be used by businesses, first responders, and those who want to fly drones for fun.

The regulations introduce two categories of drone operations: basic and advanced. The categories are based on distance from bystanders and airspace rules. Both categories have their own set of rules that require the drone pilot to:

- register and mark the drone with its registration number
- pass an online exam and get a pilot certificate

Canada's two test ranges for drones are key assets that play an important role in the growth of the Canadian drone industry. These are the Unmanned Aerial System Centre of Excellence in Alma, Quebec and the Foremost Centre for Unmanned Systems in Foremost, Alberta. The ranges offer controlled environments with more than 127,000 square kms of restricted airspace. Operators use the ranges to test safety procedures, technologies, and create operating practices.

Transport Canada's new online drone services are digital and available in real time, reflecting Civil Aviation's commitment to modernizing service delivery.

**Boeing 737 MAX-8**

Following the Lion Air crash in Indonesia in October 2018, Transport Canada received a summary assessment and Airworthiness Directive from the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regarding the Boeing 737 MAX aircraft. Transport Canada was the only regulatory authority to put in place more measures than what was recommended by the FAA. By working with the three Canadian companies that fly the MAX 8 (Air Canada, WestJet and Sunwing), Transport Canada created extra mandatory training requirements for Canadian Boeing 737 MAX-8 pilots, as a precaution.

In the case of the Ethiopian Airlines accident on March 10, 2019, Transport Canada first obtained detailed satellite data from Aireon, an international consortium of air navigation service corridors that includes NAV Canada as the Canadian service provider. After quickly analyzing this data, Transport Canada decided to ground the Boeing 737 MAX-8 that same morning. Shortly after our decision, the FAA also grounded the aircraft.
Transport Canada continues to collaborate with international civil aviation authorities to certify and validate the Boeing 737 MAX-8 design changes that would allow the aircraft to return to service around the world.

**Aviation Safety Collaboration Forum**

In January 2019, the Strategic Safety Risk Assessment methodology project was introduced to the aviation industry. This project is a collaborative effort with the aviation industry to identify, assess and rank key safety issues. If risk management practices are identified as a gap or safety issue, then the safety issue would be included in the risk register. It would then be looked at further to determine the level of risk that it represents to the Canadian aviation system.

Since then, several meetings have taken place with the aviation industry and outside stakeholders who are increasingly involved in the risk assessment process.

**General aviation safety campaign**

In 2019, Transport Canada wanted to improve safety in the general aviation community through a safety campaign. Launched in 2017, this three-year campaign aims to improve safety through non-regulated technology, and promotional and educational projects like national safety seminars. These seminars cover different topics, like pilot decision-making, pilot proficiency, and best practices.

Heading into its third year, the campaign continued engaging with the general aviation community, including the creation of working groups to deal with specific safety issues. The campaign holds a strong web presence on Transport Canada’s website, including regular social media posts and digital safety products.

The campaign will end in 2020, but the projects developed under the campaign will continue as part of Civil Aviation’s safety program.

**Commercializing air security screening services**

Budget 2019 announced a goal to transfer the delivery of airport security screening services to an independent, non-profit company. These services are currently managed by the Canadian Air Transport Security Authority (CATSA), which is a Crown corporation. The federal government will continue to oversee security screening services at Canadian airports. The Security Screening Services Commercialization Act, the legislation that makes this change possible, received royal assent on June 21, 2019.

This historic change will result in a more innovative, nimble, and responsive security screening authority. It’s based on the successful commercialization of air navigation services that took place in the late 1990s. This historic change will result in a more innovative, nimble, and responsive security screening authority.

**Pre-clearance**

In 2019, US Customs and Border Protection pre-cleared around 15 million US-bound passengers at Canada’s eight pre-clearance airports. This was done under the Agreement on Air Transport Preclearance and the new Agreement on Land, Rail, Marine and Air Transport Preclearance that came into force on August 15, 2019. The new agreement expanded preclearance to the surface, rail and marine modes, and to new locations for the air mode. This expansion will make it faster to travel between Canada and the US, help travelers access more destinations, support trade, protect our rights, and improve border security.

**Work to protect the environment**

Transport Canada has been working with other countries to help the International Civil Aviation Organization develop a Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA). The plan manages carbon emissions by requiring aircraft operators to buy carbon credits to offset some of the greenhouse gas emissions from international flights. It applies to any air operator (commercial, business, and private) that emits more than 10,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions on international flights between 2019 and 2035.

In November 2018, Transport Canada published changes to the Aeronautics Act that set out monitoring, recording and verification requirements for emissions. The data from air operators set emissions baselines to help determine offsetting obligations during the offsetting phase.

To make it easier for Canadian carriers to comply with CORSIA, Transport Canada has been working on new broader regulations that combine CORSIA offsets obligations into Canadian domestic law. Transport Canada has also been supporting ICAO’s Assistance Capacity Building and Training program to support the global implementation of CORSIA. Transport Canada delivers capacity building sessions in French to Francophone African States and in English to Caribbean States. To date, Transport Canada has run 8 regional seminars.

We will continue to encourage countries to participate in CORSIA in order to increase the percentage of international aviation that will be covered by the scheme.

**Other notable work from this year**

**Purchase and merger of Canadian North Inc. by First Air**

Following a public interest assessment by the Minister of Transport, on June 16, 2019 the Governor in Council gave Bradley Air Services Limited (known under the trade name of First Air) permission to buy and merge with Canadian North Inc., subject to some terms and conditions.

The terms and conditions:

- limit passenger and cargo fare increases
- make sure capacity and cargo delivery times are maintained and not reduced for passenger routes
- provide access for new market entrants, and
- set transparency and accountability conditions for the new company

Following this authorization and closure of the transaction on July 9, 2019, Canadian North became the dominant passenger and cargo air provider for Canada’s North. The new carrier expects to transport 225,000 passengers and over 22 million kg of freight and mail between 31 northern communities and Ottawa, Montreal, Winnipeg and Edmonton.

**Purchase of WestJet by ONEX**

On December 11, 2019, ONEX Corporation, a Canadian investment holding company, bought WestJet Airlines Ltd. The arrangement was subject to government and regulatory review: first from the Minister of Transport, who found that the deal didn’t raise any public interest issues, then, by the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench, which granted an order that allowed the sale to go ahead.

This was followed by a review by the Competition Bureau, which found the arrangement would not negatively impact competition and, finally, from the Canadian Transportation Agency. The Agency approved the arrangement on the condition that ONEX updates its by-laws to make sure that any matters related to WestJet are voted on at Board of Directors’ meetings where a majority of Canadian directors are present, to make sure that WestJet stays Canadian controlled.
Proposed purchase of Transat A.T. Inc. by Air Canada

On June 27, 2019, Transat A.T. Inc. managers agreed they would recommend to stakeholders that the company be purchased by Air Canada. This decision was endorsed on August 23, 2019. On August 27, 2019, the Minister of Transport found that the transaction raised public interest issues, so a public interest assessment would need to be conducted with input from the Commissioner of Competition. The public interest assessment is due to the Minister by May 2, 2020, and will help the Minister make a recommendation to the Governor in Council, which will ultimately decide the matter.

What’s next for the sector?

Looking ahead, Canada plans to work with other aviation authorities and safety partners to use their expertise, share best practices, and stay on top of innovation and technology. Transport Canada will be putting in place a safety campaign to help end unsafe practices in the air-taxi sector. The focus will be on using proactive safety management to build a safety culture where unsafe practices aren’t accepted. This campaign will be modelled after the earlier general aviation safety campaign.

In Canada, as in the rest of the world, the private sector is now leading new space-based systems and services, resulting in more demand for domestic commercial launch services. Canadians are looking at options for getting their new technologies to space safely, on-schedule, and on-budget. Canadian space start-ups are also developing launch vehicle technologies with the goal of launching from Canada in the near future.

Under the Aeronautics Act and the Canadian Aviation Regulations, Transport Canada has the authority to regulate Canadian rockets, manage the use of Canadian airspace and certify aerodromes. On March 6, 2019, the Government announced a national Space Strategy that recognizes the strategic value of space and space exploration. The Space Strategy will:

- help Canada’s space industry take advantage of the growing space economy
- focus investments on satellite technologies and space as an enabler
- support Canadian academics, industry, and science based on the use of national and commercial space technology

Transport Canada worked with the US Department of Energy and Department of Transportation to research Crude Oil Characterization. The study looked at the physical, chemical, and combustion characteristics of some North American crude oils. It looked at how these characteristics relate to thermal hazard distances from pool and fireballs fires. The results showed that all the oils tested have similar thermal hazard distances and that the measured properties are consistent with those of other alkane-based hydrocarbon liquids.  

In 2019, Transport Canada launched an additional Crude Oil Sampling and Analysis Campaign. The goal was to sample Canadian crude oils that are often transported via surface transportation in order to get better data for risk analysis of the hazards (like flammability and toxicity) of transporting crude oils. Transport Canada has also done experiments on crude oil pool fire testing, where the fire characteristics of Bakken crude and diluted bitumen were compared during two-meter pool fires.

In October 2019, Transport Canada developed a computer model that can predict the behaviour of crude oil in closed containers (like tank cars) exposed to fire conditions up to 950°C. The department has also

HIGHLIGHTS

Changes to the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulations were published in the Canada Gazette, Part II. These updated safety and technical requirements for specific containers, and improved the harmonization of Canadian and US tank car requirements.

Transport Canada updated Part 7 of the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulations on the Emergency Response Assistance Plan provisions. These new regulations improve the safety of Canadians by introducing more thorough emergency response requirements for companies that transport dangerous goods.

Transport Canada continued to improve how it oversees the transportation of dangerous goods by adding training for inspectors and their support personnel.

Transport Canada continued to conduct research alongside federal institutions and the US to make transporting dangerous goods safer.

Improving dangerous goods oversight

Transport Canada maintained a strong oversight program, with nearly 100 inspectors doing 5,210 inspections and using 204 enforcement actions and risk reduction measures. The department continues to update, develop and deliver specialized training for inspectors. Transport Canada is always trying to improve its risk-based oversight regime by identifying, researching, and addressing emerging risks.

Collaborating on research
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In 2019, Transport Canada launched an additional Crude Oil Sampling and Analysis Campaign. The goal was to sample Canadian crude oils that are often transported via surface transportation in order to get better data for risk analysis of the hazards (like flammability and toxicity) of transporting crude oils. Transport Canada has also done experiments on crude oil pool fire testing, where the fire characteristics of Bakken crude and diluted bitumen were compared during two-meter pool fires.

In October 2019, Transport Canada developed a computer model that can predict the behaviour of crude oil in closed containers (like tank cars) exposed to fire conditions up to 950°C. The department has also
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Lithium batteries
Transport Canada tested environmental conditions for shipping lithium batteries. This test involved shipping instrumented packages of various sizes and weights within Canada and abroad. The data collected for each package included location, pressure, temperature, shock, vibration, drop, and humidity. In addition, the department continues to work with the National Research Council of Canada to test the draft SAE G-27 packaging performance standard for air transport of lithium batteries.

Portable tanks
In cooperation with the US Federal Railroad Administration, Transport Canada has been studying the behaviour of a UN portable tank and its cryogenic contents (liquefied natural gas) when exposed to fire. This multi-year research project includes fire testing and modelling.

Tank cars
Transport Canada has published a study on extensive mechanical testing of two commonly used tank car steels. Based on this study, the department developed several equations linking the strength, creep, and toughness properties of tank car steels. These tests help us better understand the behavior of tank cars during accidents and to provide input for a material based computer model.

Updating the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulations
Transport Canada continued to review and update several parts of the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulations, consistent with the Government of Canada’s Forward Regulatory Plan: 2019-2021. The changes will increase compliance and improve the safety of Canadians.

Regulatory projects include:

- A fee modernization proposal for the Transportation of Dangerous Goods means of containment facilities registration program
- Updating the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulations to:
  - correct various errors
  - include requirements for transporting means of containment in Canada, as well as to incorporate by reference recent versions of international regulations and recommendations, like those of the United States
  - consolidate the regulations on the Department of Justice’s website (the regulations will stay basically unchanged)
  - require that all persons who handle, offer for transport, or transport dangerous goods be trained and tested against a Competency-Based Training and Assessment Standard in order to be deemed competent
  - harmonize them with international regulations by incorporating changes introduced in the latest edition of the UN Recommendations related to safety marks, classification information, shipping names, and special provisions
  - update the standard TP 14877 “Containers for Transport of Dangerous Goods by Rail”, which came into force on July 2, 2019

Using technology

Emergency Response Assistance Plans (ERAP) Online Services
Transport Canada has launched its new application process called ERAP Online Services to create, view, or change an ERAP application. This system replaces the previous manual application process. This achievement is part of a new era of modernizing Transport Canada’s programs to better serve Canadians.

Client Identification Database
Transport Canada continues to work on the Client Identification Database which introduces a new requirement for businesses that transport dangerous goods to register and provide information on their dangerous goods activities. It is expected to launch in 2021.

Engagement and communication

In February 2019, Transport Canada hosted a Dangerous Goods Research Symposium that attracted over 200 registrants. These included representatives from industry, emergency responders, research institutions and universities, provincial, territorial and municipal stakeholders, as well as federal and US government partners. The symposium gave the department the chance to speak with stakeholders about research ideas, while identifying research gaps.

The department continued to engage with first responders across Canada in a number of ways, including through the TDG Steering Committee on First Responder Training. This committee was created in December 2016 to help develop a flammable liquid curriculum for first responders responding to incidents involving flammable liquid on railways and roads.

In 2019, Transport Canada, with the support of industry experts and first responders, completed a bilingual multi course flammable liquid curriculum specifically designed to support community planning and response for a flammable liquid incident by road or rail. First responders and emergency planners have begun completing the first level awareness course named “Canadian Emergency Response Flammable Liquid Incidents in Transport”, as part of the multi-level course curriculum.

The Transportation of Dangerous Goods Program worked with external stakeholders by regularly engaging with the General Policy Advisory Council and its sub-committees. The department also regularly engaged with the National Compliance Working Group, a forum for provinces and territories to work with Transport Canada on inspection and enforcement issues related to the transportation of dangerous goods. Transport Canada also regularly meets and works with the US Department of Transportation Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration.

Safety awareness kit for first responders
Transport Canada continues to promote public safety by improving the TDG Safety Awareness Program and reaching out to targeted audiences like first responders, communities and municipalities. Safety awareness kits have been developed for first responders, which contain presentations, guides and advisories, handouts, bulletins, videos, and copies of the TDG Newsletter.

Coordinating the next edition of the Emergency Response Guidebook 2020
The Emergency Response Guidebook was developed and distributed by CANUTEC in collaboration with the US and international partners. It supports emergency responders in the event of incidents involving dangerous goods. The latest version of the Guidebook should be published in spring 2020.
As part of the Regulatory Roadmap on Innovation and Investment, the department has launched a project to test using electronic shipping documents. This 3 year project will allow Transport Canada to test using electronic shipping documents for dangerous goods shipments in a safe way. As the transportation sector evolves, Transport Canada is looking at ways regulations can be updated to help keep Canada competitive and encourage innovation, while keeping Canadians safe.

These funds will be distributed through bilateral agreements with provinces and territories, to address the construction, improvement, rehabilitation and expansion of existing public transit infrastructure and to support new projects.

Funding has successfully kickstarted several major projects including:

- extending the Montreal Metro’s Blue Line from Saint-Michel to St. Leonard and Anjou
- extending Vancouver’s SkyTrain from Surrey to Langley and under Broadway Avenue, and
- adding 27 km of light rail line traveling west between Mill Woods and Lewis Farms in Edmonton

The Government of Canada is committed to funding projects that support small cities, rural and northern communities like:

- 118 new buses to communities across British Columbia that will shorten commutes, provide access to new jobs, and provide a greener method of transportation
- $11.5 million in funding to buy 53 new buses in Sudbury – the city has faced ongoing deficits from maintaining an aging fleet
- restructing Quebec City’s public transit system – this will include two trambus lines covering 15km and a 23km tramway line, revitalizing public transportation in the city to meet current and future needs
- 5 buses and installation of 25-50 shelters in Elliot Lake, ON

Municipalities are using these funds to shorten commutes, improve efficiency, reduce emissions, grow Canada’s economy, and improve the lives of Canadians.

**Major public transit projects**
As our urban centers continue to grow, Canadians need diverse, reliable, and efficient public transportation. All levels of government recognize these needs, and they’ve responded with major projects, some of which are highlighted below.

**The Réseau express métropolitain (REM)**
The largest public transit project witnessed in Quebec over the last 50 years, the REM is an automatic light rail network which spans across 67 km of tracks, stopping at 26 stations. Integrated into existing transit systems, the REM will nearly double the length of Montreal’s rail system and connect to hot-spots like the Montréal-Trudeau Airport. The system is also low-emission, and uses 100% electric power.

**OC Transpo Confederation Line**
On September 14, 2019, the first phase of the Confederation Line opened for business in Ottawa. The $2.1 billion project is the largest infrastructure project in the city’s history, running from Tunney’s Pasture in the West, to Blair in the East. Expansions in each direction are currently underway.

**New subway transit plan for the GTHA**
On October 28, 2019, Ontario’s Minister of Transportation announced that the Government of Ontario and the City of Toronto are working together to expand Toronto’s subway system. With an investment of $28.5 billion, if carried out, this plan will be the largest investment in subway expansion in the province’s history. Currently, the city expects to build or expand 4 lines.

**Investing in Canada Infrastructure Plan**
Starting in 2016, the 12 year Investing in Canada Infrastructure Plan (ICIP) will invest over $180 billion into infrastructure projects across the country. The plan will take place in two phases, the first of which focuses on repairing and upgrading public transportation systems. The plan has set aside $28.7 billion to public transportation, broken down as follows:

- $3.4 million over 3 years from the Budget 2016
- $20.1 billion from the public transit stream of the ICIP
- $5 billion set aside to the Canada Infrastructure Bank
- $100 million set aside to the Smart Cities Challenge
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- restructing Quebec City’s public transit system – this will include two trambus lines covering 15km and a 23km tramway line, revitalizing public transportation in the city to meet current and future needs
- 5 buses and installation of 25-50 shelters in Elliot Lake, ON

Municipalities are using these funds to shorten commutes, improve efficiency, reduce emissions, grow Canada’s economy, and improve the lives of Canadians.
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**The Réseau express métropolitain (REM)**
The largest public transit project witnessed in Quebec over the last 50 years, the REM is an automatic light rail network which spans across 67 km of tracks, stopping at 26 stations. Integrated into existing transit systems, the REM will nearly double the length of Montreal’s rail system and connect to hot-spots like the Montréal-Trudeau Airport. The system is also low-emission, and uses 100% electric power.

**OC Transpo Confederation Line**
On September 14, 2019, the first phase of the Confederation Line opened for business in Ottawa. The $2.1 billion project is the largest infrastructure project in the city’s history, running from Tunney’s Pasture in the West, to Blair in the East. Expansions in each direction are currently underway.

**New subway transit plan for the GTHA**
On October 28, 2019, Ontario’s Minister of Transportation announced that the Government of Ontario and the City of Toronto are working together to expand Toronto’s subway system. With an investment of $28.5 billion, if carried out, this plan will be the largest investment in subway expansion in the province’s history. Currently, the city expects to build or expand 4 lines.
Despite a global decline in economic growth in 2019, Canada's transportation sector fared well, transporting similar volumes to 2018. Despite these challenges, the system has stayed resilient enough to recover.

Amid softer economic conditions, the system was disrupted by many events during 2019 and early 2020, like bad weather, labour disruptions, and system outages.

On November 19, around 3,200 Canadian National Railway train conductors and yard workers went on an 8-day long strike. The strike significantly reduced the rail system's ability to serve customers from various industries. Stakeholders moved volumes comparable to 2018 while keeping the network fluid.

On November 19, around 3,200 Canadian National Railway train conductors and yard workers went on an 8-day long strike. The strike significantly reduced the rail system's ability to serve customers from various industries. Stakeholders moved volumes comparable to 2018 while keeping the network fluid.

Rail dependent supply chains were especially impacted, including grain. Grain producers couldn't ship products and receive inputs. A number of businesses had to slow production which led to lost sales and in some cases, temporary layoffs.

The transportation system saw major disruptions in 2019 and 2020. Inclement weather, labour disputes, rail blockades and the outbreak of COVID-19 have all put a strain on the system and its stakeholders. Despite these challenges, the system has stayed resilient enough to recover.

Despite these factors, the transportation system's volumes were comparable to 2018.

Overall, the transportation system performed well in 2019, in a time of softer economic growth conditions across the globe. Stakeholders moved volumes comparable to 2018 while keeping the network fluid.
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Overall, the transportation system performed well in 2019, in a time of softer economic growth conditions across the globe. Stakeholders moved volumes comparable to 2018 while keeping the network fluid.
Railway blockades, which started on February 6, affected an already fragile transportation system. CN Rail was forced to shut down its eastern network with major consequences for multiple economy sectors, as freight and passenger movements were halted. The unpredictable nature of those blockades exacerbated their impact on the system, as stakeholders did not prepare for the disruption, as had been the case with the CN Rail strike.

A multimodal transportation system that is productive, competitive and connected can provide fast shipment times, lower costs and more reliable transportation for freight and passengers. In 2019, Transport Canada launched a study of the impacts of transportation regulations on Canadian supply chains. With this study, Transport Canada wants to identify freight bottlenecks and find new opportunities along Canada’s major trade corridors. This project is one of the 24 projects announced as part of the Regulatory Review Roadmap on Innovation for the transportation sector.

MARINE TRANSPORTATION

According to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, around 90% of the world’s trade travels by sea. This represented around 11 billion tonnes of goods moved in 2018. According to the Conference’s review on maritime transport, the world’s seaborne trade volumes saw a 2.7% annual growth in 2018, slightly slower than the 4.1% growth registered in 2017.

In Canada, the total cargo volumes handled at the 17 Canada Port Authorities increased by 1.1% in 2019, up to 346.8 million tonnes (see Canada Port Authorities at map 5 in the Annex) with notable growth recorded for crude oil (21.0%), iron ore (18.4%) and other petroleum products (7.7%).
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In 2019, railways moved a total of 329.8 million tonnes, a 0.4% increase from 2018 (see rail flows in Canada at map 6 in the Annex). In Western Canada, the Port of Vancouver, Canada’s busiest port, handled 1.9% less tonnes of freight in 2019 mainly explained by declines in forest products, machinery and metals. Asian trading partners, such as China, India, and Japan, however continued supporting demand for transportation with construction and automotive industry developments. Shipments from steelmaking coal mines in British Columbia to the Port of Vancouver for marine transportation to Asia reported increases ranging from 15% to 39% in 2019 from 2018.

In contrast, some commodities saw large traffic drops in 2019. These include:

- potash (-9.1%):
  - because of severe rain and flooding in the US, which delayed spring farming, and to weak phosphate margins damaging the potash trade from Saskatchewan
- forest products (-8.7%):
  - because of poor lumber market conditions as low prices and high cost of production prompted a large number of mills curtailments. For pulp and paper, high global inventories translated into demand and BC mills curtailments affecting Canadian producers
- grain (-2.0%):
  - because of delayed harvest, global oversupply for specific crops. Tariffs and trade challenges with China (including Chinese ban on Canadian canola) also added to the reduced demand

In Central Canada, the Port of Montreal, the second busiest port in Canada, handled 0.5% less tonnes in 2019. In the St. Lawrence Seaway, both the amount of cargo and the number of vessel transits decreased in 2019 after two consecutive years of growth, decreasing by 6.4% and 5.8% respectively. Although both measures decreased they are still above their values in 2017.

In Eastern Canada, a decrease of 4.1% in tonnes handled was recorded in 2019 at the Port of Halifax. This drop was driven by cargo in containers as well as imports that weren’t shipped in containers. The Port of Saint John in New Brunswick handled 1.2% more cargo in 2019.

RAIL TRANSPORTATION

In 2019, railways moved a total of 329.8 million tonnes, a 0.4% increase from 2018 (see rail flows in Canada at map 6 in the Annex) with notable growth recorded for crude oil (21.0%), iron ore (18.4%) and other petroleum products (7.7%).

In the absence of additional pipeline capacity, by the end of 2018 Alberta had to cap oil production to manage a huge discount in its oil price. US trade with Canada generated strong rail transportation demand from crude oil shippers, in particular with destination to the US Gulf Coast. In 2019, amid dwindling oil supplies from Venezuela and Mexico, and strong demand from US refineries for Canada’s heavy crude, Alberta allowed oil producers to exceed output limits when shipping by rail, which averaged above 280 thousand barrels per day, a 16% increase from average 242 thousand barrels per day in 2018.
Cargo shipped in containers and moved by rail stayed flat compared to 2018, possibly due to global economic softness and lower consumer demand.

**Air transportation**

In 2019, airports in Canada handled 1.35 million tonnes of cargo loaded and unloaded at airports with foreign carriers, a 9.2% decrease over 2018. The three busiest airports for air cargo were the Toronto Pearson International Airport (469.9 thousand tonnes or 5.5% less than in 2018), the Vancouver International Airport (302.6 thousand tonnes or 12.2% less than in 2018) and the Hamilton Airport (99.2 thousand tonnes or 7.5% less than in 2018).

**Road transportation**

Truck traffic declined slightly in 2019 (-3.1%), with 10.9 million two-way trucking movements at Canada-US border points compared to 11.3 million two-way trucking movements in 2018 (See border crossing traffic at map 7 in Annex A). It was also slightly below the three-year average (-1.0%).

**Supply chains**

Inbound container supply chain

Despite lower growth in 2019, inbound container traffic handled at West coast ports increased significantly, by 6.6%. While the port of Vancouver recorded a small increase in inbound container volume, 0.5% traffic at the Port of Prince Rupert increased by 19.3%. Transit time to ship a container from Shanghai to Toronto via West Coast ports (end-to-end transit times) was only slightly above the three-year average benchmark during most of the year, averaging 25.9 days. It stayed below the 2018 level of 27.4 days.13 Average transit time over the winter of 2019 stayed above the three-year average by more than 1 day. Line outages, labour-related disruptions, and extreme weather events were some of the pressures that contributed to lower system performance.

Supply chain transit times stayed competitive throughout the year compared to other US west coast competitor ports, like Los Angeles/Long Beach and Seattle/Tacoma, which had similar winter challenges.

On Canada’s East Coast, container volumes increased again at the Port of Montreal in 2019 by 3.9% and Saint John by 16.6%, but stayed flat at the Port of Halifax (-0.1%). Overall, the supply chain was fluid over 2019 with end-to-end transit time of containers from Antwerp to Toronto, through the ports of Montreal and Halifax decreasing to 17.9 days in 2019 on average, from 18.6 days in 2018. Over the winter of 2019, transit times reached 20.8 days, three days above the three-year average.

**Western grain supply chain**

In Western Canada, crop supply (production and carry-forward) reached around 80 million tonnes during the crop year 2019-20, similar to the previous year. This was due to higher than expected yield (production increased by 2.5%) and smaller carry forward stocks (-19.4%) compared to 2018-19. Higher western grain production put seasonal pressures on the rail transportation network. Grain from farms starts entering the system in September and through the fall, and capacity to ship grain to Thunder Bay decreases in the winter when the Seaway is closed.

Slightly lower volumes of grain (-1%) were shipped from the prairies elevators at the start of the 2019-2020 crop year (August to December) compared to the same period last year. Delayed harvest, labour disruptions in November, and challenging weather conditions contributed to this decrease.

The majority of grain produced in Western Canada is exported via West Coast ports as well as the port of Thunder Bay and through the St. Lawrence Seaway. The supply chain relies heavily on railways to transport grain for export.

Grain volumes handled at Canadian ports declined slightly in 2019. However, the Port of Vancouver, which handled 28.3 million tonnes, recorded a 3.6% increase while grain handled at the Port of Prince Rupert increased by 1%. Grain handled at the port of Thunder Bay increased (6.7%) and decreased by 14.8% in the St. Lawrence Seaway.

The grain supply chain saw similar fluidity issues during the 2019-2020 winter. End-to-end transit time to ship grain to Asia stayed higher than the three-year average for most of the crop year, reaching a peak in December 2019, 9.2% higher than the three-year average from Saskatchewan to China and 21% higher from Saskatchewan to Japan via the Port of Vancouver.

These higher figures were due to a decrease in performance of the different parts of the supply chain, including vessel loading, rail transit and grain elevator loading. Despite higher than average transit time from December to March, railways carried 5.1% more grains than during the same period in the previous year.
Urban mobility
Transport Canada, working with provincial and territorial transportation agencies, collects and analyzes near real-time traffic data. In recent years, the traffic in urban areas has increased, making key urban trade corridors more congested.

Westbound Highway 401 across Toronto saw an average 17% increase in travel time from September 2017 to September 2019. Highway 401 in Toronto is among the most congested urban corridors in Canada with up to 275% longer average travel times on some segments in comparison to free-flow conditions.

In Montreal, the westbound highway A-40 saw an average 24% increase in travel time between Blvd. Décarie to A-25 from September 2017 to September 2019. Urban traffic in Montreal has twice the average travel time on some highways compared to free-flow conditions.

In Western Canada, the Calgary-Edmonton corridor continues to be one of the most heavily used by passenger and commercial traffic. In Calgary, the average travel time is up to 180% higher in some areas when compared to free-flow conditions. In Vancouver, the travel time on southbound highway 99 increased by an average of 11% from September 2017 to September 2019.

Truck border wait times
Amid lower truck traffic, border wait times for southbound trucks at most of the 15 top border crossings declined or stayed fairly flat in 2019. The median wait time for those 15 border crossings for southbound trucks was 11.8 minutes, which was a 3.0% improvement over the three-year average or 0.4 minute faster. Sarnia, ON and Landsdowne, ON as well as Pacific Highway, BC had the longest southbound truck border wait times in 2019.
Supply chain visibility projects

Transport Canada invests in multi-stakeholder projects on data gathering and supply chain visibility to foster regional evidence-based dialogue, promote optimization of existing transportation capacity, and support the department and stakeholders to plan and coordinate private and public investments. Over the last decade, Transport Canada has collaborated with government and industry partners, including Canadian Port Authorities, railways, and shippers to improve data and knowledge on supply chains fluidity and reliability. For example, the department supports ports, railways, and other partners to plan their operations and manage fluidity by sharing advanced arrival information from the Canada Border Services Agency for inbound containerized cargo destined to the port.

After investing more than $2 million to support trucking at the marine terminal gates of the Ports of Vancouver, Montreal and Halifax, Transport Canada has built on those initial investments by supporting the pilot phase of a supply chain visibility project at the Port of Vancouver.

When the pilot phase was completed, it produced a platform where industry partners provide near real-time data. Performance indicators are created and distributed to the supply chain members to help them better understand the performance of key supply chains. Building on the success of the pilot phase, the department invested more than $6 million through the National Trade Corridor Fund to develop real-time dashboards for the Ports of Vancouver and Prince Rupert. The dashboards will measure end-to-end supply chain performance for cargo moving through both ports.

The Government recognizes the importance of improving productivity and fluidity of Canada’s key trade corridors. Transport Canada is supporting initiatives to build regional partnerships, as well as gather and share data among public and private stakeholders, academics and the research community, and all levels of government.

Transport Canada is also working with partners and stakeholders through the Smart Freight Centre to address urban mobility in and around the Greater Toronto Area and is currently finalizing agreements with stakeholders to share transportation data valued at $1 million. This innovative approach uses the analytical skills and knowledge that exist in the region and supports analysis with data available to Transport Canada to address challenges across the transportation system.

Commodity supply chain table

Collaboration among industry stakeholders is critical to making sure Canada’s transportation system is efficient. To that end, the Commodity Supply Chain Table meets twice a year to provide a consensus-based, multimodal, national forum for producers, shippers, service providers and other supply chain partners involved in moving commodities by rail, to identify and deal with issues in the transportation system.

In 2019, the spring meeting was held in Burnaby, British Columbia, and the fall meeting was held in Vancouver, Montreal and Halifax. Transport Canada has built on those initial investments by supporting the pilot phase of a supply chain visibility project at the Port of Vancouver.

When the pilot phase was completed, it produced a platform where industry partners provide near real-time data. Performance indicators are created and distributed to the supply chain members to help them better understand the performance of key supply chains. Building on the success of the pilot phase, the department invested more than $6 million through the National Trade Corridor Fund to develop real-time dashboards for the Ports of Vancouver and Prince Rupert. The dashboards will measure end-to-end supply chain performance for cargo moving through both ports.

The Government recognizes the importance of improving productivity and fluidity of Canada’s key trade corridors. Transport Canada is supporting initiatives to build regional partnerships, as well as gather and share data among public and private stakeholders, academics and the research community, and all levels of government.

Transport Canada is also working with partners and stakeholders through the Smart Freight Centre to address urban mobility in and around the Greater Toronto Area and is currently finalizing agreements with stakeholders to share transportation data valued at $1 million. This innovative approach uses the analytical skills and knowledge that exist in the region and supports analysis with data available to Transport Canada to address challenges across the transportation system.

Commodity supply chain table

Collaboration among industry stakeholders is critical to making sure Canada’s transportation system is efficient. To that end, the Commodity Supply Chain Table meets twice a year to provide a consensus-based, multimodal, national forum for producers, shippers, service providers and other supply chain partners involved in moving commodities by rail, to identify and deal with issues in the transportation system.

In 2019, the spring meeting was held in Burnaby, British Columbia, and the fall meeting was held in Ottawa, Ontario. Among other topics, Transport Canada and participants shared information on the performance of their supply chains, outlooks for production and demand for transportation services. They also discussed managing winter conditions, and opportunities for infrastructure investment to address bottlenecks.

In 2019, the group focused on working together on common supply chain challenges and opportunities. This collaboration and dialogue have helped supply chain partners monitor, plan, and coordinate among themselves and supported the reliability, efficiency and effectiveness of Canadian supply chains.

Passenger traffic flows

Most transportation modes saw a decline in passenger traffic in 2019 amid slower economic conditions.

Air sector

In 2019, Canadian airports reported an estimated 162 million air passengers, which was a 0.8% increase over 2018 (see passenger flows for main Canadian airports at map 8 in Annex A). The top 20 busiest Canadian airports moved 146.2 million passengers.

The air sector served:

- 92.2 million passengers on domestic services
- 32.2 million passengers on services between Canada and the US
- 37.1 million passengers on other international services

In 2019, around 90.5% of the total air passenger traffic was handled at Canada’s Top 20 airports, with record-breaking traffic at the top three airports.

- Toronto Pearson International served 49.1 million passengers (1.4% annual growth), representing 30.4% of national air passenger traffic
- Vancouver International served 25.5 million passengers (0.2% annual decline), representing 15.8% of national air passenger traffic
- Montreal-Trudeau International served 19.6 million passengers (3.3% annual growth), representing 12.1% of national air passenger traffic

Marine sector

In 2019, more cruise passengers passed through all major Canadian ports, including Vancouver (20.4% to 1,070.9 thousands of passengers), Halifax (2.2% to 324 thousands of passengers), Saint-John (22.9% to 196 thousands of passengers) and Quebec (2.5% to 237 thousands of passengers).

Rail sector

VIA Rail’s annual passenger traffic grew 5.5% to around 5.0 million in 2019, which was the largest number of passengers. The Quebec City - Windsor corridor stayed the busiest part of VIA Rail’s network, with 4.8 million passengers, rising 5.5% from 2018.

In 2019, intercity passenger railways transported 5 million people, up 5% from 2018 and up 24.0% from the previous five-year average.

In 2019, 173 thousands passengers used rail carriers to cross Canada-US border points, down 15.2% from 2018. Following a large increase in 2018 (19%) with the highest number of travellers entering or returning to Canada by rail over a decade, 2019 levels fell well below the 10 year average of 183 thousands passengers.

Road sector

In 2019, $3.2 million two-way passenger vehicle movements were recorded at Canada-US border crossings, down 1.7% from 2018. Around 67% of 2019 vehicle crossings were Canadian registered vehicles.

In 2018, public transit systems carried around 2.2 billion passengers, a 2.4% increase from 2017. This rise was due to different factors like increased service levels (higher efficiency, expanded service hours), higher student populations and economic upturns in metropolitan areas.

The largest ridership gains were seen in small communities, with gains of 6.6% for communities with population less than 400,000 compared to 2.1% for communities with population with more than 400,000. Ridership in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area and Greater Vancouver Area decreased from 2017 while ridership in the Greater Montreal Area increased by 4.5%.
### SAFETY AND SECURITY PERFORMANCE

#### Air sector
In 2019, 188 aviation accidents involving Canadian-registered aircraft were recorded, down 7% from the average of the past ten years. These accidents caused 54 deaths, a large increase compared to 25 deaths in 2018.
In 2019, Canada continued to improve the flow of legitimate air travellers and goods while maintaining a high level of aviation security. The Canadian Air Transport Security Authority screened over 68 million passengers and their belongings at Canadian airports.

#### Marine sector
Canada has a strong record of safe and secure marine shipping. Given the thousands of ships that operate in Canadian waters, there are relatively few accidents. In 2019, there were 201 reportable accidents involving at least one Canadian registered vessel, down from the ten-year average.116 Accidents relating to dangerous goods increased 36% to 167.

#### Road sector
In 2018, road casualty collisions were around 10% lower compared to 2013, despite significant growth in the number of licensed drivers, vehicles registered and vehicle kilometres driven. Canada’s number of deaths per 10,000 registered motor vehicles was 0.77 in 2016, a rate that has been relatively stable in recent years but significantly lower (-33%) than a decade earlier.117

### GREEN TRANSPORTATION PERFORMANCE

Overall, domestic transport-related greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) are up 4% over the past decade (2008 to 2017). Canada’s National Inventory Report 1990-2017 shows lower emissions for air and marine transportation, and higher emissions for road transportation.104

#### Air sector
In 2017, domestic aviation emitted 7.2 megatonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e). This represents 4.1% of domestic transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions. While emissions from air travel have increased since 2005 because of increased air traffic, reporting under Canada’s Action Plan to Reduce GHG Emissions from Aviation identifies a steady improvement in air carrier emission intensity performance, specifically a 2% average annual improvement or a cumulative improvement of 18.4% from 2008 to 2018.118 Between 2017 and 2018 Canadian air carriers improved their overall fuel efficiency by 3.3%.119

#### Marine sector
In 2017, the domestic marine sector emitted 4.5 megatonnes of CO2e. This is 2.6% of domestic transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions. Over the 2005 to 2017 period, domestic marine greenhouse gas emissions decreased by 31%, as shippers have shifted to other modes such as trucks and rail.

---

120 The latest annual Locomotive Emissions Monitoring Report produced by the Railway Association of Canada provides information on energy use and emissions by Canada’s railways, and differs in scope and methodology from the official emissions reported in Canada’s National Inventory Report for rail.
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TRENDS IN INNOVATION

HIGHLIGHTS

Transport Canada is working to enable bold and innovative transportation solutions through research and evaluation and helps Canadian businesses to develop and commercialize innovations.

The rapid trend in technologies is showing no signs of slowing down and will continue to impact both demand and supply of transportation.

Advances in information, communication, and other technologies have taken place over the past two decades. These technologies have brought major change to nearly every sector of the economy, including transportation. New technologies are being used for transportation infrastructure, equipment, and supply chain management to make them smarter and more efficient. Changes like ride sharing and “last-mile” delivery services have changed both how and where transportation occurs and will continue to disrupt transportation.

This trend shows no sign of slowing down, and in fact, is likely to speed up as the public and private sector adjust to new ways of working. Changes in technology and innovation will impact both demand and supply of transportation. Major upcoming disruptions include:

- recent technology (cloud logistics, internet of things)
- emerging technology (AI, advanced analytics, blockchain), and
- advanced technology (green vehicles, robotics)

These innovations could improve corridor flows, reduce costs, help with collaboration, reduce safety and environmental impacts, change the origin and destination of shipments, and the nature of transportation services.

According to Statistics Canada, the number of innovative businesses in the transportation and warehousing industry increased from 62.5% in 2007-2009 to 70.2% in 2015-2017. Despite innovative practices, the transportation industry was still falling behind the national average of 79.3% in 2015-2017.

As the pace of innovation speeds up, it’s important that Canada’s transportation sector gets ready for emerging and disruptive technologies.

With funding under the Trade and Transportation Corridor Initiative, Transport Canada launched the Program to Advance Connectivity and Automation in the Transportation System in 2017. The program’s goal is to help Canadian jurisdictions prepare for a variety of technical, regulatory and policy issues being raised by automated and connected vehicles. The program conducts research, develops standards, and is providing $2.9 million in funding over four years. The funding will support 15 projects that will help Canadian jurisdictions prepare for these new technologies.

The program:

- updates the Intelligent Transportation System Architecture, a common framework for planning, defining, and integrating intelligent transportation systems
- supports automated and connected vehicle pilot projects, like low-speed automated shuttle trials in Calgary and Toronto and opening a connected vehicle test bed in Calgary
- develops automated and connected vehicle standards for Canada
- develops cybersecurity projects for infrastructure
- develops and launches a Security Credential Management System work plan to help make sure that connected vehicle communications are secure and can be trusted, and
- supports capacity-building activities with road authorities

Seeing the need for early leadership and guidance on automated and connected vehicles in Canada, Transport Canada published Testing Highly Automated Vehicles in Canada: Guidelines for Trial Organizations. This guidance was developed together with the provinces and territories. It offers practical, Canada-wide guidelines for the safe testing of automated and connected vehicles. Its flexible and responsive policy approach will make testing consistent across jurisdictions, which will support safety, competitiveness and economic growth.

Transport Canada is also working to support bold and innovative transportation through research and evaluation including the ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles Program which tests and evaluates the safety and environmental performance of innovative vehicle technologies to advance key Government of Canada priorities. Results from research and development projects support the creation of codes and standards, which support the safe and timely introduction of these technologies.

Examples include:

- Cooperative Truck Platooning System for heavy-duty vehicles
- Advanced and Alternative Fuel Vehicles, and
- Connected and Automated Vehicle Safety Testing

Transport Canada’s Clean Rail Research and Development program encourages companies to develop technologies that could reduce emissions from moving people and freight by rail. It focuses on technologies that are on the path to commercialization but are facing barriers to being widely used. These barriers include unease about technological readiness, lack of understanding about the capability of technologies, concern over the impact of new technologies on existing equipment and uncertainty from missing codes and standards.

The main themes for projects in 2019 were:

- refining renewable drop-in replacement fuels for diesel locomotive
- assessing options for hydrogen locomotives, also known as hydral
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As the pace of innovation speeds up, it’s important that Canada’s transportation sector gets ready for emerging and disruptive technologies.

With funding under the Trade and Transportation Corridor Initiative, Transport Canada launched the Program to Advance Connectivity and Automation in the Transportation System in 2017. The program’s goal is to help Canadian jurisdictions prepare for a variety of technical, regulatory and policy issues being raised by automated and connected vehicles. The program conducts research, develops standards, and is providing $2.9 million in funding over four years. The funding will support 15 projects that will help Canadian jurisdictions prepare for these new technologies.

The program:

- updates the Intelligent Transportation System Architecture, a common framework for planning, defining, and integrating intelligent transportation systems
- supports automated and connected vehicle pilot projects, like low-speed automated shuttle trials in Calgary and Toronto and opening a connected vehicle test bed in Calgary
- develops automated and connected vehicle standards for Canada
- develops cybersecurity projects for infrastructure
- develops and launches a Security Credential Management System work plan to help make sure that connected vehicle communications are secure and can be trusted, and
- supports capacity-building activities with road authorities

Seeing the need for early leadership and guidance on automated and connected vehicles in Canada, Transport Canada published Testing Highly Automated Vehicles in Canada: Guidelines for Trial Organizations. This guidance was developed together with the provinces and territories. It offers practical, Canada-wide guidelines for the safe testing of automated and connected vehicles. Its flexible and responsive policy approach will make testing consistent across jurisdictions, which will support safety, competitiveness and economic growth.

Transport Canada is also working to support bold and innovative transportation through research and evaluation including the ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles Program which tests and evaluates the safety and environmental performance of innovative vehicle technologies to advance key Government of Canada priorities. Results from research and development projects support the creation of codes and standards, which support the safe and timely introduction of these technologies.

Examples include:

- Cooperative Truck Platooning System for heavy-duty vehicles
- Advanced and Alternative Fuel Vehicles, and
- Connected and Automated Vehicle Safety Testing

Transport Canada’s Clean Rail Research and Development program encourages companies to develop technologies that could reduce emissions from moving people and freight by rail. It focuses on technologies that are on the path to commercialization but are facing barriers to being widely used. These barriers include unease about technological readiness, lack of understanding about the capability of technologies, concern over the impact of new technologies on existing equipment and uncertainty from missing codes and standards.

The main themes for projects in 2019 were:

- refining renewable drop-in replacement fuels for diesel locomotive
- assessing options for hydrogen locomotives, also known as hydral
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- developing advanced emission control technologies for locomotives, and
- assessing the feasibility of hyperloop technologies

As age, rot, and climate change threaten transportation infrastructure, Transport Canada is looking for ways to identify and monitor performance issues at early stages. An example of a technology is Canada’s Radarsat Synthetic Aperture Radar satellites. They can detect bridge movements that develop over time, which could be due to excessive loads, soil settlement, truck or ship impacts, or extreme weather.

This is possible due to advanced computing algorithms and the availability of high-resolution satellite images. Currently data is being gathered for major Canadian bridges and development is underway to advance and implement a data-driven decision-support tool that can provide bridge authorities with performance indicators on bridge stability and safety, and help them in the challenging decision making process of bridge maintenance and rehabilitation.

Transport Canada continues to help Canadian small and medium size businesses develop and commercialize innovations. In 2018, Transport Canada launched two challenges through Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada’s Innovative Solutions Canada Program to find solutions for specific transportation challenges where solutions don’t exist.

Five recipients were given funding to develop proof of concepts for economically viable and environmentally sustainable ways to recycle fiberglass-reinforced plastic used in vessel hulls and for affordable solutions for commercial vehicles to help detect vulnerable road users (like cyclists and pedestrians) and alert the driver of potential collisions.
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